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Executive Summary
This deliverable summarizes the evaluation results of the CENTAURO core components that
had been selected based on the system requirements formulated in Task T8.1. According to the
grant agreement, the core component evaluation in Task T8.2 is the first stage of the evaluation
campaign and part of Milestone MS2.
During this evaluation, the CENTAURO hardware core components have been evaluated on
elementary tasks and experiments have been performed that show the successful design of the
evaluated components. Also components of the Virtual Testbed and perception and planning
components for autonomous locomotion and manipulation have been evaluated. Comparisons
have been carried out against other open- and closed-source software packages.
In total, 15 core components have been tested and analyzed. The results have been assessed
with respect to the appropriateness of the core components for the specified tasks. The outcome
is overall positive, although in some cases, real-time performance is not yet achieved, results
need to be further improved, or modified tests will be required.
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Introduction

This deliverable reports on the evaluation of core components to assess the performance of the
basic CENTAURO system modules as foreseen in the Grant Agreement.
The objective of the deliverable is the systematic evaluation and measuring of performance
to asses the suitability of components for the CENTAURO system. This is part of the “Requirement Specification and Evaluation” work package (Work Package 8). All CENTAURO partners
(UBO, IIT, SSSA, KTH, LiU, RWTH, PGX, KHG) have been involved in the evaluation campaign (T8.2).
The core components have been identified and their evaluation has been discussed at the
“Requirement Specification Workshop” at KHG on the 1st and 2nd of July 2015, as well as
using an online platform (Wiki). In contrast to the original plan (and Deliverable 8.1), most
components required alternative evaluation data than what can be recorded in the NIST arena,
e.g. tools and environments with natural texture. The evaluation itself is a major part of milestone MS2.
All the partners involved in the project will use the outcome of this deliverable, since the
evaluated core components will be integrated with further modules to form the complete CENTAURO system.

1.1

Overview of Core Components

The final CENTAURO system will consist of multiple subsystems, implemented both in hardware and software. A subset of these subsystems have been identified as core components, parts
of the system that need to be designed, implemented and tested relatively early in the project.
These parts of the system qualify as core components if they are necessary for the development
and testing of subsequent components, developed later in the project. As a consequence, core
components may have to be developed as prototypes that provide the some minimum level of
functionality, but will be further developed during the course of the project. If deemed necessary, core components may even have to be partly reimplemented if the evaluated performance
does not suffice for the final system.
In the work packages that are active with system development in the early stages of the
project, the following set of core components have been identified (responsibilities in parentheses).
WP2 Robot Upper-body Platform (IIT)
• Core component 2.1: Single Joint Control and Validation (IIT)
• Core component 2.2: Arm Control and Validation (IIT)
• Core component 2.3: Evaluation of the robot Software Architecture (IIT)
WP3 Operator Interfaces (SSSA)
• Core component 3.1: Hand Exoskeleton for Grasping Force Feedback (SSSA)
• Core component 3.2: Arm Exoskeleton for Force Feedback (SSSA)
• Core component 3.3: Bilateral Teleoperation Control (SSSA)
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WP4 Modeling and Simulation (RWTH)
• Core component 4.1: Simulatable Robot Model (RWTH)
• Core component 4.2: Simulatable Environment Model (RWTH)
• Core component 4.3: Hardware and Software Interfaces (RWTH)
WP5 Navigation (KTH)
• Core component 5.1: Rough Terrain Mapping (LiU)
• Core component 5.2: Terrain Classification (KTH)
• Core component 5.3: Planning of Hybrid Wheeled/Legged Locomotion (UBO)
WP6 Manipulation (UBO)
• Core component 6.1: Workspace Perception (LiU)
• Core component 6.2: Object Detection and Segmentation (LiU, UBO)
• Core component 6.3: Manipulation Trajectory Optimization (UBO)
The following sections describe each core component more in detail. Descriptions of how the
core components have been evaluated, together with results, analysis and conclusions of these
evaluations are also included.
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WP2 Robot Upper-body Platform

The overall goal of workpackage WP2 is development and test of the CENTAURO robotic platform. To achieve this, one of the main objectives of the workpackage is to design and fabricate
all the necessary mechatronic components and finally assemble them to realize a functional
CENTAURO robot prototype in two design iterations.
In particular within WP2, Task T2.1 focuses on the design and realization of the CENTAURO robot. Starting from the project objectives and desired functionalities including locomotion and manipulation in unstructured workspaces, payload capacity, and interaction with
the environment, the robot specifications were drawn and the specific design requirements were
derived. Following this, the design activity started and during the first period was devoted on the
development of CENTAURO upper body. This encompasses the development of the soft actuation system to be used in the arm joints, the design and realization of the torso module, and the
two manipulator arms. The first outcome of task T2.1 is therefore the release of CENTAURO
upper body. Please refer to the CENTAURO deliverable D2.2 for more details.
This report describes the evaluation of the prototype of the upper body of the CENTAURO
robot. The document provides results of the experiments carried out for the evaluation of both
hardware and software of the prototype, see Fig. 1. Please also refer to the CENTAURO Grant
Agreement [32].

Figure 1: CENTAURO upper-body prototype.

2.1

Core Component 2.1: Single Joint Control and Validation

The developed torque-controlled series elastic actuators (SEA) for the CENTAURO upper body
are described in Sec. 5 of the CENTAURO deliverable D2.2.
2.1.1

Basic Joint Control

Initial tests have been performed to validate the first release of joint control and its response on
individual joints. Fig. 2 shows a single actuator with a 2 kg weight mounted at a distance
2
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Figure 2: CENTAURO robot actuator and experiment setup.

Figure 3: Schematic of the first release of the joint controller.

Figure 4: Response of joint controller to a position reference, for the unit shown in Fig. 2.
of 34 cm from the joint axis, on a bar with 36 cm length and 2.1 kg mass. The schematic
representation of the impedance/torque controller implemented in the firmware of the motor
drivers is shown in Fig. 3. It is based on a cascade architecture with the innermost loop dedicated
to motor current control running at 20 kHz. The next outer loop regulates the motor torque and
runs at 4 kHz. It accepts a torque reference commend from the outermost impedance loop and
generates a current reference for the current loop. The outer impedance loop runs at 2 kHz
rate. Currently, the functionality of all actuators of the upper body have been verified including
the calibration of the torque sensing and the execution of simple motion trajectories, a typical
response of which is shown in Fig. 4.
2.1.2

Compliant Joint Control

The second experiment was carried out to evaluate the torque fidelity of the actuator for the
replication of large and small impedance values. To this end, the actuator link output is connected to a lever arm with mass and length of 2 kg and 35 cm, respectively, at the end of which
a 2 kg weight is mounted.
Fig. 5 illustrates the preliminary results associated with the replication of three stiffness
2
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values using the impedance control scheme, when the load is externally disturbed by the user
manually. When the target stiffness values corresponding to high, medium and low stiffness
cases are set to 100, 500 and 1000 Nm/rad, the changes of torques w.r.t. link position deviations
imply the stiffness values of 95, 519 and 1120 Nm/rad, that express 5%, 4% and 12% inaccuracy
in replication of given impedance. The evolution of torque, as compared to the reference torque,
demonstrates the capability of the system in tracking a given torque.

(a) High stiffness (1000 Nm/rad) (b) Medium stiffness (500 Nm/rad) (c) Low stiffness (100 Nm/rad)

(d) Torque tracking associated with medium target stiffness replication

Figure 5: Replication of three stiffness values using the impedance control scheme (a-c), and
comparison of reference and actual torque (d).

2.1.3

Conclusions

The experimental results verify the capability of developed actuator in providing precision and
replicating a wide range of impedance values required for executing various tasks.

2.2

Core Component 2.2: Arm Control and Validation

The performance validation of the upper body in terms of manipulating payloads and tracking
is presented in this section. The range of motion of joints are reported at Table 1.
The tracking performance when using a PD controller for position control of joints, is presented in a set of experiments. The experiments are operated in three payload conditions: when
the arms do not carry any payload, and when they carry 4 kg and 20 kg, i.e. 2 kg and 10 kg per
arm, respectively.
The Cartesian space trajectories are defined relying upon a coordinate defined as follows:
the z-coordinate is along the vertical axis (down to up), the x-coordinate is placed in a way that
the xz-plane bisects the upper-body symmetrically and the y-coordinate goes from right to left
2
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Table 1: Motion ranges and torque limits of the upper-body joints.
joint

motion description

number

motion range

nominal

nominal

(in degrees)

continuous torque

peak torque

1

Shoulder Flexion/Extension

[-95,195]

79.1 Nm

147 Nm

2

Shoulder Abduction/Adduction

[0,200]

79.1 Nm

147 Nm

3

Shoulder Rotation

[-150,150]

46.3 Nm

147 Nm

4

Elbow

[-20,145]

46.3 Nm

147 Nm

5

Forearm Rotation

[-150,150]

15.6 Nm

55 Nm

6

Forearm Flexion/Extension

[-90,90]

15.6 Nm

55 Nm

7

Wrist Rotation

[-150,150]

8.1 Nm

23 Nm

8

Waist rotation

[-80,80]

79.1 Nm

147 Nm

Specifications are reported only for the right arm as the arms are symmetric.

from the robot’s perspective. The Cartesian space reference trajectories given to arms are then
a line of length 40 cm along z direction and a circle of diameter 30 cm within the yz-plane.
The joint-space reference trajectories are extracted using open-loop inverse kinematics of
the arm when resolving the redundancy on the basis of minimising joint velocities, with a jointlimit-based potential function imposing the mechanical joint constraints reported in Table 1.
Table 2: Joint positions for the postures used in the quick motion experiment.
Posture 1

Posture 2

Posture 3

Homing posture

Shoulder Flexion/Extension

0

45

0

0

Shoulder Abduction/Adduction

10

10

90

30

Shoulder Rotation

20

50

0

30

Elbow

0

90

0

45

Forearm Flexion/Extension

0

60

0

45

Arm joints position [in degrees ]

The forearm/wrist rotation joint position are zero in these configurations.

2.2.1

Quick Motion

The first experiment is carried out to demonstrate the capability of the arm in executing quick
motions. A set of spline joint trajectories are sent to several joints, interpolating between the
three poses shown in Fig. 6 and the homing position of the upper-body. The joint positions
associated with the poses are reported in Table 2. The task is carried out in two speeds: when
full cycles take 6 s and 4.5 s.
The joint positions and joint position references are shown in Fig. 7, joint velocities are
illustrated in Fig. 8, and the measured torques associated with shoulder joints that stand the
most significant torques, are presented in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the maximum torque applied
to joints is about one fifth of the peak torque of these actuators, i.e. 150 Nm.

2
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(a) Posture 1

(b) Posture 2

(c) Posture 3

(d) Homing posture

Figure 6: Snapshots taken from the robot when executing the quick motion experiment, as
compared to the homing position of the robot upper-body.

Figure 7: Joint positions when executing quick motions: plots in the top and bottom rows
correspond to the motion with the period of 6 s, and 4.5 s, respectively.

2
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Figure 8: Joint velocities when executing quick motions: plots on left and right correspond to
the motion with the period of 6 s, and 4.5 s, respectively.

Figure 9: Shoulder joint torques when executing quick motions: plots on left and right correspond to the motion with the period of 6 s, and 4.5 s, respectively.
2.2.2

Precise Motion

The second experiment is done to evaluate the position tracking performance of the arm when
the line and circle reference trajectories are given (in cm):
xline = x0 ,
xcircle = x0 ,

yline = y0 ,
ycircle = y0 + 15 cos(

πt
),
3
πt
= z0 + 15 sin( ),
3

zline = z0 + 20 sin(
πt
),
3

zcircle

(1)

where (x0 , y0 , z0 ) represents the end-effector position of the arm at the homing position, which
is the centre of the given trajectory.
The period of given trajectories is set to 6 s and arms are not carrying any payload. The
desired and actual end-effector positions, together with the corresponding Cartesian space position tracking error, are shown in Fig. 10. The resulting shoulder joint torques are shown in
Fig. 11. The joint position references derived from the inverse kinematics, together with the
actual joint positions are illustrated in Fig. 12.

2
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Figure 10: Actual and desired Cartesian position of the arm when tracking line and circle trajectories (top) and corresponding tracking errors (bottom).

Figure 11: Shoulder joint torques when executing line (left) and circle (right) trajectories.
2.2.3

Payload Manipulation

The last experiment is carried out to demonstrate the capability of the robot upper-body in
carrying payloads. The previous experiment (trajectory tracking) is therefore executed when
the arm is carrying 2 kg and 10 kg payloads, shown in Fig. 13. The Cartesian space position
2
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Figure 12: Joint positions in comparison with joint position references when executing line
(left) and circle (right) trajectories.

Figure 13: An image of the CENTAURO upper-body carrying 10 kg load per arm.
tracking results when each arm is carrying 2 kg and 10 kg payloads are displayed in Fig. 14 and
Fig. 16, respectively, and the corresponding shoulder joint torques are illustrated in Fig. 15 and
Fig. 17.
It can be seen that manipulation of 2 kg and 10 kg payloads increases the maximum torque
applied to joints, specifically in shoulder roll joint, from 23% to about 33% and 76% of the
maximum continuous torque, respectively, i.e. 26 Nm and 60 Nm. The end-effector position
tracking error also increases by approximately 37% and 112%. This deviation can be handled
by using payload estimation/compensation schemes, without significantly enlarging the joint
torques.
2
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Figure 14: Actual and desired Cartesian position of the arm when tracking line and circle trajectories (top) and corresponding tracking errors (bottom) when carrying 2 kg payload per arm.

Figure 15: Shoulder joint torques when carrying 2 kg per arm and executing line (left) and circle
(right) trajectories.
2.2.4

Conclusions

The experimental results validate the large workspace of the developed platform, as well as
its capacity of manipulating heavy payloads; in accordance with the requirements of the CEN2
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Figure 16: Actual and desired Cartesian position of the arm when tracking line and circle trajectories (top) and corresponding tracking errors (bottom) when carrying 10 kg payload per arm.

Figure 17: Shoulder joint torques when carrying 10 kg per arm and executing line (left) and
circle (right) trajectories.
TAURO robot defined in [32]. It also shows a suitable position tracking with light payloads
despite the use of a simple PD controller. The results associated with the heavy payload manipulation imply the need for employing a more advanced control scheme for achieving high
position tracking accuracy.
2
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Core Component 2.3: Evaluation of the Robot Software Architecture

2.3.1

Interconnection of Control Components

A high-level schematic of the interconnections of the CENTAURO upper body prototype control, actuation and perception components is shown in Fig. 18. The communication of the
higher-level controllers with onboard PCs—including Motion PC and Perception/Vision PC—
is done through a GigaBit Ethernet interface. The Motion PC manages the data-broadcasting
and centralized actuator control via real-time EtherCAT communication with both high and low
power actuator controllers, the inertial measurement unit (IMU), and the force torque (FT) sensors. The Perception/Vision PC is dedicated to the perception sensors acquisition, including the
cameras, RGB-D sensors and the laser scanner, through USB and Ethernet connections.

Figure 18: High-level schematic of the interconnections of the CENTAURO upper body prototype control, actuation and perception components.

2.3.2

XBotCore Control Architecture

For the control of CENTAURO, we have adapted XBotCore (Cross-Bot-Core), a light-weight,
real-time (RT) software platform for EtherCAT-based robots developed recently at IIT partially
inside Centauro project [32]. XBotCore is open-source and is designed to be both a RT robot
control framework and a software middleware. It satisfies hard real-time requirements, ensuring
a 1 kHz control loop even in complex multi-degree-of-freedom systems. Moreover, it provides
a simple and easy-to-use middleware application programming interface (API), for both RT
and non-RT control frameworks. The XBotCore API is completely flexible with respect to
the external control framework the user wants to utilize. As shown in Fig. 19, the following
XBotCore components are used: EtherCAT master, Plugin Handler, RT and non-RT middleware
API, and Communication Handlers.
2.3.2.1 EtherCAT Master XBotCore is designed for EtherCAT-based robots: we expect a
network of EtherCAT slaves in the system, e.g. the electronic boards responsible for motor
control and sensor data acquisition. The EtherCAT protocol has a master/slave medium access
control policy that works in this way: there is a single master node on the network that has the
right to initiate data transfers; this node sends an Ethernet frame to the slave nodes. Each slave
node extracts the data from the frame addressed to it, puts some new data in the frame and than
2
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Figure 19: XBotCore components and relationships: EtherCAT slaves network, EtherCAT master implementation with one RT thread, plugin handler for the RT plugin in the system with one
RT thread, RT and non-RT middleware API, Communication handlers for the external software
frameworks integration and external Software Framework modules.
sends the frame to the next slave. The frame arrives back to the master node confirming the
correctness of the transmission.
The XBotCore EtherCAT master implementation was developed starting from the SOEM
(Simple Open EtherCAT Master) library, an open-source EtherCAT master implementation,
meant to be highly portable on variety of embedded platforms (HW and RTOSes) [28]. The
structure of the data flowing in the EtherCAT network is called PDO (Process Data Object) and
it has two sub-structures:
• PDO RX: master input, slave output e.g. link position, motor position, motor velocity,
torque, temperature etc.
• PDO TX: master output, slave input e.g. position reference, torque reference, gains etc.
Furthermore, the XBotCore EtherCAT master provides an asynchronous API to the higher-level
components in order to read/write the PDO data.
2.3.2.2 Plugin Handler The Plugin Handler is a RT thread that executes sequentially a set of
plugins. A plugin is just an instance of the abstract class XBotPlugin. From the user prospective,
writing a plugin is straightforward. He/She needs to implement three functions:
• an init() function that will be called only once by the Plugin Handler in order to
initialize the variables of the plugin,
2
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Figure 20: XBotCommunicationPlugin UML class diagram: it inherits from XBotPlugin abstract class and implements the init(), run() and close() functions providing communication to/from the robot.
• a run() function which will be executed in the control loop of the Plugin Handler, and
• a close() function, called when the Plugin Handler wants to remove the plugin.
Fig. 20 shows an example of a RT plugin needed to communicate with the robot (i.e. reading
the status, commanding a new reference) from a non-RT process.
The plugin implementation is compiled as a shared object (.so). It is possible to dynamically
load and unload one or more plugins in the Plugin Handler. It is responsible to start all the
loaded plugins, executes them sequentially in the plugin handler loop() function, and
closes them before unloading them (Fig. 21 provides the UML class diagram of the Plugin
Handler with these functions).
2.3.3

XBotCoreModel

XBotCore implies a novel approach to the configuration of low-level control systems by using
modern description formats such URDF1 (Universal Robotics Description Format) and SRDF2
(Semantic Robotic Description Format), traditionally used for high-level software components
(e.g. ROS nodes) [5]. Its main feature is to be a cross-robot software platform: thanks to the
abstractions provided by the XBotCoreModel class it is possible to control different robots or
different parts of the same robot without code modifications. In fact, the API provided to control
the robot is dynamically built starting from the URDF and SRDF of the robot. Modifying the
SRDF, removing for example a kinematic chain (e.g. the torso of the robot), results in a different
API for the user that is compatible with the available/desired parts of the robot to control. The
same happens when the URDF is modified, e.g. when working with a different robot.
1
2

2

http://wiki.ros.org/urdf
http://wiki.ros.org/srdf
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Figure 21: XBotCore Plugin Handler (in gray) and RT API interfaces and UML class diagram.
2.3.4

RT and non-RT Middleware API

XBotCore is a middleware that provides to the user both a RT and a non-RT flexible and easy-touse API. The RT API is suitable for the RT plugins that will run in the Plugin Handler. It works
using a shared memory communication mechanism with the low-level RT EtherCAT thread.
Examples of interfaces implemented by the RT API include:
• IXBotJoint: the abstraction of the robot joints with getters and setters related to the
single joint element, e.g. get motor pos() or set torque ref(),
• IXBotChain: the abstraction of the robot kinematic chain with getters and setters related to a collection of joints e.g. get chain motor pos() or set chain torque
ref(),
• IXBotRobot: the abstraction of the robot with getters and setters related to a collection
of chains, e.g. get robot motor pos() or set robot torque ref(), and
• IXBotFT: the abstraction of the robot force-torque (FT) sensors with the getters related
to the single FT sensor, e.g. get ft() or get ft fault().
The non-RT API has similar interfaces (i.e. IXBotJoint and IXBotFT) but the implementation of the functions uses the XDDP (Cross Domain Datagram Protocol) Xenomai pipes
to have asynchronous communication between RT and N-RT threads. It is crucial to have a
lock-free inter-process communication (IPC): RT Xenomai control threads and non-RT communication threads may want to exchange data in a way that does not require the former to
leave the RT domain; Xenomai provides XDDP pipes for this purpose.
The interface of the robot will evolve in the next months of the project in close interactions
with the other CENTAURO partners and the requirements of the work plan in workpackages
2
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Figure 22: XBotCommunicationHandler UML class diagram and relationship with the non-RT
API interfaces implemented using the XDDP pipes.
WP3, WP5, WP6, and WP7—adding gradually more functionality. Its documentation will be
regularly updated and provided in the repository of the robot control software.
2.3.5

Communication Handlers

XBotCore communicates with the external world using a set of non-RT threads: in XBotCore
the XBotCommunicationHandler class is provided; instances of classes inheriting from
XBotCommunicationHandler run in non-RT threads, from which developers have access
to ready-to-use non-RT API functions. The corresponding UML class digram and relationship
with the non-RT APIs are illustrated in Fig. 22.
It is feasible to implement a new set of Communication Handlers: XBotCore provides builtin support for the YARP [27] communication framework. ROS [30] support is under development.
2.3.6

Experimental Results

To validate and evaluate the performance of the XBotCore software platform, we performed a
set of experiments. The experiments were carried out in a DRC-inspired scenario targeting the
removal of debris in front of a valve using a similar platform.
We analyzed XBotCore performance in terms of control period of the RT plugins and CPU
usage: during the experiments, each millisecond, we recorded all the data flowing from the
EtherCAT master to the EtherCAT slaves and vice versa, thanks to an XBotCore low-level logging tool.
In Fig. 23, we show the control period measured during the experiments in the worst-case
scenario, i.e. while the robot was performing the manipulation actions: it is clear that the control
period is always below 1000 µs (i.e. 1 kHz control frequency) even if the RT system is com2
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Figure 23: Control period during the experiment: XBotCore assures always a control period
below 1000 µs.

Figure 24: XBotCore CPU core usage comparison: robot idle vs robot running the experiments.
municating with the high-level software components through YARP XBotCommunicationHandler non-RT threads.
In Fig. 24, a comparison is presented between XBotCore CPU usage while the robot is idle
(i.e. no task execution, nor communicating with external software frameworks) and when a set
of experiments are running: the CPU core usage overhead introduced by XBotCore when the
robot is performing a task, is only 1.2% (in average). Furthermore, it is clear that the CPU usage
of XBotCore is very low (always ranging from 11.7% to 14.2%).
2.3.7

Conclusions

The experimental results demonstrate the ability of the designed architecture to handle a set
of control layers while guaranteeing the communication with the joint-level controllers in hard
real-time at 1 kHz.

2
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WP3 Operator Interfaces

The telepresence suit developed in WP3 provides feedback to the operator during the teleoperation of the CENTAURO robot. Section 3.1 presents the hand exoskeleton and the control
strategies for displaying grasping forces with an underactuated device. Section 3.2 describes
the low level control system and modeling of the arm exoskeleton and Section 3.3 covers the
developed time-domain passivity-based controller for providing force feedback in a bilateral
teleoperation with communication delay.

3.1

Core Component 3.1 Hand Exoskeleton for Grasping Force Feedback

3.1.1

Component Description

The Core Component 3.1 is the underactuated hand exoskeleton, shown in Fig. 25, for rendering
grasping forces on proximal and intermediate phalanges. The choice of a single linear actuator
for each finger component allows the actuators to be placed on top of the hand. The underactuation concept allows the simulation of grasping objects with generic shapes and sizes, using a
single actuator in a stable and safe manner. The use of high reduction ratio gearbox in the linear actuators provides enough force for the grasping tasks, while the force sensors mounted at
each finger assure the backdriveability, hence the haptic tasks. Furthermore, the underactuation
introduces an extra mobility to the overall mechanism, which allows for a constrained movement between the finger joints even if the actuator is locked. Due to this constrained movement
between the finger joints caused by the extra mobility of the underactuation, the finger joints
cannot be known using only the measurements of the linear actuator in a given orientation.
In order to use the proposed hand exoskeleton for haptic applications, the device should
move freely, following the movements of the operator and providing resistive forces to the
operator for the perception of touch. The passive backdriveability cannot be achieved with
a simple position control due to the mechanical gearbox implemented on the chosen linear
actuator for each finger component. In order to give users the ability to lead the grasping tasks
with their own effort, active backdriveability has been realized by integrating a force sensor for
each finger component as in Fig. 26 and implementing the force control algorithm illustrated in
Fig 27.
It can be observed that the active backdriveability is achieved by setting the desired forces
of the control algorithm as constant zero. The motors are actuated with PWM signals directly

Figure 25: First prototype of the CENTAURO hand exoskeleton.
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Figure 26: Underactuated hand exoskeleton setup.
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Figure 27: Force control algorithm for active backdriveability and stiffness rendering.
related to the measured forces Fm according to Eqn. 2 where KP and KI are the proportional
and integral gains of the controller:
Z
P W M = KP ∗ F m + KI ∗ F m .
(2)
Furthermore, the desired forces can be adjusted to provide resistive forces to the finger in
order to perceive a sensation of touch. Such stiffness rendering informs the user by preventing
his further movement once the virtual grasping is performed. This virtual grasping can be
performed either in a virtual reality simulation or by setting a predetermined limit. Since the
hand exoskeleton aims to control the finger joints, the predetermined limits should be set for the
finger joints as (qog = [qog1 ; qog2 ]). Furthermore, the pose estimation of the user’s finger at each
time step is calculated as (qo = [qo1 ; qo2 ]) using an additional potentiometer implemented on the
device hardware and the direct pose analysis. The resistive torque around each finger joint can
be calculated using the stiffness gain of the object (Kst ):
τd = Kst ∗ (qo − qog ).

(3)

In order to complete the low-level control loop around the actuator, the desired torque values
3
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Figure 28: Interface of FSR for force measurements on the finger phalanges.
obtained (τd = [τdo1 ; τdo2 ]) should be transmitted to desired forces using the transpose Jacobian
of the mechanism as Fd = J T ∗τd . Once the desired force reference for the actuator is calculated,
the control algorithm in Fig 27 calculates the PWM signals for the motor as:
Z
P W M = Kw ∗ Fd + KP ∗ Fe + KI ∗ Fe ,
(4)
where Kw provides a weight on the desired forces to be applied by the actuator and Fe is defined
as the difference between the desired and measured forces as Fe = Fd − Fm .
3.1.2

Evaluation Method

The stiffness rendering is useful to imitate contact forces that occur during virtual grasping
tasks. The desired forces driven by the stiffness rendering block provide resistive force to the
user’s hand when the virtual grasping object is reached by the user’s hand. Since the stiffness
rendering is a perceptual feeling, the validation of it might require the implementation of additional sensors. In this experiment, a force sensitive resistor (FSR) has been used. These sensors
work like pressure sensors rather than force sensors, since their output is dependent on the surface area where the force is applied. Therefore, in order to obtain comparable results within
different tasks of the experiments, a custom object to obtain forces has been manufactured,
where the FSR is inserted with a simple, soft silicon interface to increase the repeatability of the
applied forces as in Fig. 28. Even though the FSRs have a low accuracy, they provide sufficient
outputs for qualitative measurements.
The choice of underactuation prevents the hand exoskeleton to control two finger joints
individually but provides a coupled control based on the external forces acting on the finger
joints. In fact, the forces acting on the finger joints depend on the anatomical properties of
the user as much as the finger pose. In order to simply understand the efficacy of the force
transmission and the difference between the force applied by the device and the force measured
by the object, the user was asked to move one joint at a time as presented in Fig 29.
The aim of the experiment is to compare the forces applied by the device on the finger phalange, which performs the contact with the custom object and the FSR, and the forces measured
by FSR for each finger joint, making sure that the other joint is kept constant. Even though
during grasping tasks our finger joints work in a coordinated manner, performing the grasping
with a single joint is a way to simplify the underactuated device to a 1 DoF behaviour.
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Figure 29: Finger motion during the experiment.
3.1.3

Results

The first part of the experiment consists of the first finger joint (MCP, Metacarpophalangeal
joint) to perform flexion/extension and to squeeze the object. Before the execution of the task,
the limit for the MCP joint qog1 has been detected as 20◦ by asking the subject to simply touch
the object. Once the finger limit is calculated, a stiffness value Kst is estimated in order to
give the user some mobility after the first touch, in other words after reaching the value qog1 .
This mobility will allow the user to squeeze the object and keeps the FSR under the movable
part of the custom object. Assuming that the finger joint is aligned with the joint of the custom
object, one can assume the applied forces on the finger phalange by the hand exoskeleton using
the affected torque on the joint and the distance between the center of FSR to the joint of the
custom object. Fig. 30 presents the applied forces by the exoskeleton and the measurements of
FSR compared to the pose estimation of the joints.
A similar second task is performed for the second finger joint (PIP, proximal interphalangeal
joint), assuming that the MCP joint is constrained by the object. A calibration is performed
to detect qog2 as 40◦ while Kst is kept same as the first part of the experiment. During the
experiment, the PIP joint is assumed to be aligned with the joint of the grasped object. Fig. 31
presents the applied forces by the exoskeleton and the measurements of FSR compared to the
pose estimation of the joints.
3.1.4

Analysis

The experimental results in Fig. 30 and Fig. 31 show that when the finger joint of interest for
the experiment task exceed the position limit set by qog , the hand exoskeleton starts applying
forces to the finger phalanges. If the qog value is determined accurately, the FSR measurements
start to appear as well, as in Fig. 30. However, it is possible to observe a shift between the FSR
measurements and the forces applied by the exoskeleton due to such inaccuracy.
In both cases, we can observe a difference of forces between the forces applied by the
3
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Figure 30: Experiment results for joint MCP: (a) Force applied by the exoskeleton vs. force
measured by FSR; (b) Pose estimation of MCP and PIP joints.
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Figure 31: Experiment results for joint PIP: (a) Force applied by the exoskeleton vs. force
measured by FSR (b) Pose estimation of MCP and PIP joints.
hand exoskeleton and the forces measured by the FMS. Such difference might be minimized by
adjusting the stiffness value Kst since this value is used only by the forces applied by the exoskeleton in the control algorithm. Furthermore, one must consider that with an underactuated
device, the forces acting on both finger phalanges cannot be controlled individually. Therefore,
one can expect that the difference between the exoskeleton forces and the FSR forces are con-
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sumed by the other finger phalange. In fact, the second joint during the first experiment task
can stay still only by the resistive forces applied by the user while the first joint in the second
experiment task faces contact torques in order to stay still.
One option to improve these outputs would be to implement a control switch such that the
stiffness value Kst of the static joint can be set as zero as long as it does not perform any
movement. Doing so, the desired forces Fd acting on the actuator to complete the control loop
would be more compatible with the desired torques and with the forces acting by the exoskeleton
for each finger phalange.
3.1.5

Conclusions

In order to focus on the stiffness rendering control algorithm for the underactuated hand exoskeleton, such implementation has been simplified for a single finger. In order to observe the
efficacy of the hand exoskeleton, a user was asked to perform grasping tasks with a custom
object using only one joint at a time, keeping the other joint constant in order to simplify the
movement of the device to 1 DoF. During the stiffness rendering task, a FSR sensor placed
under the movable part of the custom object took measurements of the contact forces in order
provide a comparison with the forces applied by the exoskeleton for each finger phalange. Furthermore, the custom object provided a suitable interface to ensure the stability and the quality
of the contact with the FSR sensor.
The results show that when the joint limits are determined accurately, the device starts to
apply forces to the finger, while the FSR sensor measures the actual contact force. The experiment consisted of two parts: moving one joint at a time, while the other joint is kept constant.
It has been observed that the stiffness rendering has been implemented in an effective manner
such that the user can perceive the virtual touch by means of resistive forces for each finger
joint individually. Combining these resistive forces acting on the finger phalanges individually
without constraining the movement of the underactuated device to 1 DoF is left as a future work.
Moreover, in order to analyze the effect of the Kst constant to define the applied forces by the
exoskeleton and the effect of the torque values acting on the other joint, further experiments are
required.

3.2

Core Component 3.2 Arm Exoskeleton for Force Feedback

The Core Component 3.2 describes the low-level control of the CENTAURO arm exoskeleton
and the bilateral teleoperation framework.
3.2.1

Arm Exoskeleton Control

A first set of experiments evaluates the control of the exoskeleton developed in CENTAURO,
the Arm Lightweight EXoskeleton (ALEx). The algorithm adopted for the force control of the
arm exoskeleton can be simply resumed in the following main relations:
τj = J T F + τg + τf ,
τm = Kt−T τj + τi,m ,
τm
,
Im =
Km
where the torque τj to be applied on each joint of the robotic structure depends on the force F
to be applied on the end-effector summed to the feed-forward terms τg and τf representing the
3
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torques required for compensating the gravity and friction of the robotic structure. The torque
τm to be applied by the motors are given by the reduced joint torques (with the transmission
matrix Kt ) summed to the motor inertia compensation term τi,m . The motor current Im is
finally evaluated knowing the motor torque constant Km .
For implementing the above control law, it is necessary to define a model of the real device
(mechanical and electrical) and to identify its parameters with an accuracy that should match
the accuracy required for the force control.
Moreover, it is necessary to consider that a given torque τm is applied by the motor only if
the correspondent current flows through its coils. Nevertheless, the common solutions adopted
for designing the driver of a brushless motor are based on a standard 3-Phase full H-Bridge that
is controlled by six PWM signals, as shown in Fig. 32: this solution has been adopted for the
power module of the motor driver (MD) designed for ALEx. Because the duty cycle of each
PWM signal influences the mean value of the voltage applied to the correspondent motor coil,
a closed-loop current control is necessary for calculating the duty cycle in order to obtain the
current Im correspondent to the required torque τm .
In this document the activities performed for the implementation and the experimental evaluation of the following main control features are reported:
• closed-loop control of the brushless AC motor current;
• modeling of the exoskeleton.
3.2.2

Current Control

The motor drivers have been custom developed for ALEx in order to achieve high level of
integration and to widen the range of relevant data that can be exchanged with the computing
unit, hence the closed-loop control has been developed and tested.
3.2.2.1 Motor Current Control The control law used for regulating the current supplied to
the brushless AC motors is based on the field oriented control technique. The system of threephase measured currents are transformed according to the Clarke and Park transformation [15]
for obtaining the two components of the measured current (Iq and Id ) in the Park space. These
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Figure 32: Standard solution for implementing the power module of a brushless driver.
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components are compared with the corresponding reference values and the errors are used as the
input of two independent current regulators. The command signals generated by the regulator
are then transformed according to the inverse Park transformation and then the space-vector
algorithm [1] is used to calculate the values for duty cycle used for generating the PWM signals.
The general scheme of the implemented field oriented control technique is shown in Fig. 33. In
this paragraph, only the approach used for designing the current regulators is reported.
Considering the components expressed in the Park space and supposing that these two components are independently controllable, each regulator can be designed by using the simplified
scheme shown in Fig. 34.
The electric circuit of the motor can be modeled as a LR circuit, with the following transfer
function
Im (s)
1
M (s) =
=
,
Vm (s)
Ls + R
where Im is the measured motor current (i.e. the line-line current) and Vm is the voltage applied
to the motor. This transfer function is characterized by a single pole at frequency
ωm =
3
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Considering that the current control algorithm is implemented in the firmware of the motor
driver (MD) microcontroller and that it is executed at the same frequency of the PWM base
frequency (20 kHz), in the frequency range of the current control (<2 kHz) it is possible to
approximate the voltage modulation by the following linear relation
Vm = Vcc α,
where Vcc is the power supply voltage and α is the PWM duty cycle.
Defining R(s) as the current regulator, i.e. the transfer function that relates the value of the
PWM duty cycle with the error between the reference and the measured current
R(s) =

α(s)
,
Ie (s)

the resulting open-loop transfer function is
G(s) = Vcc R(s) M (s) = Vcc R(s)

1
.
Ls + R

Considering the regulator based on a simple proportional-integral control law
R(s) = Kp +

s K p + Ki
Ki
=
,
s
s

it is characterized by a zero placed at the frequency
ωr =

Ki
.
Kp

The method adopted for dimensioning the parameters of the regulator is based on the rule
• the zero of the regulator ωr should be placed at the same frequency of the pole of the RL
circuit ωm ;
• the open-loop transfer function G(s) should have a unit gain at the given frequency ωi
which establishes the bandwidth of the closed-loop current control.
The parameter ωi expresses the main performance of closed-loop control: in order to avoid
some performance limitations of the higher-level controller (i.e. force and position controllers
implemented on the exoskeleton) due to a limited bandwidth of the current control, the parameter ωi is fixed at the value of 1 kHz, which is sufficiently higher than the bandwidth normally
required for the force and the position controls implemented in an exoskeleton interacting with
a human. By applying these rules, it is possible to write the following relations:
ωi
,
Vcc
ωi
Kp = L
.
Vcc

Ki = R

Considering the following parameters (evaluated between two lines) of the motor Kollmorgen
AKM23F (that is the model of the motors mounted on the ALEx)
R = 2.34Ω,
L = 4.68mH,
V cc = 27V,
ωi = 6283rad/s,
3
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the regulator parameters are the following:
Kp = 1.0891,
Ki = 544.54.
Fig. 35 shows the comparison between the Bode diagrams of the open-loop transfer function
without the regulator (i.e. R(s) = 1) and the Bode diagram obtained with the P I regulator
defined above. The diagram obtained with the P I regulator demonstrates that the closed-loop
current control reaches the desired bandwidth of 1 KHz and it is stable with a phase margin of
90 degrees.

Figure 35: Bode diagrams of the open-loop transfer function G(s) with R(s) = 1 (red) and
with a P I regulator (black).

3.2.2.2 Experiment and Results The experimental setup is composed by a single motor
connected to the MD. A picture of the system setup is shown in Fig. 36.
Initially, the experimental response in the frequency domain of the open-loop current control has been investigated. A voltage Vm (t) having a behavior of a chirp function (generated
by imposing the duty cycle α(t) equal to a chirp function) has been applied to motor and the
obtained measured current Im has been recorded. The chirp function has been designed considering a starting frequency of 1 Hz and a final frequency of 1 kHz, reached in a total time of 30 s.
The recorded frequency-domain input-output data has been used for estimating the empirical
transfer function. The resulting Bode diagram of the open-loop transfer function is shown in
Fig. 37.
Then, the same chirp signal but with the maximum frequency extended up to 2 kHz has been
used as the desired current Id of the closed-loop current control and the measured current Im
has been recorded during the experiment. A plot of the desired current and of the measured
current during the starting phase of the experiment is shown in Fig. 38. As above, the recorded
frequency-domain input-output data has been used for estimating the empirical transfer function
and the resulting Bode diagram is reported in Fig. 39.
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Figure 36: Setup of the motor current-control experiments.
In Fig. 40, the step response of the closed-loop current control has been shown: the reference
step command is applied on the component Id of Fig. 33, whereas a zero reference command is
applied to the component Iq .
3.2.2.3 Analysis and Conclusions The experimental Bode diagram of the closed-loop current control shows that the obtained performances are in accordance with the specifications
fixed in the design rules. However, the plot of Fig. 39 highlights an amplification of the magnitude which has its maximum value of 4.5 dB (about 1.68 in absolute terms) for a frequency of
1400 Hz: this behavior cannot be predicted by the linearized model of the system and it can be
explained by considering the following nonlinear effect:
• the delay introduced by the digital controller;
• the difference between the theoretical and the real current applied to the motor, due to the
limited voltage and current supplied by the power source.
For the same reasons the step response presents a little overshoot.
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Figure 37: Experimentally determined Bode diagram (only magnitude) of the open-loop transfer function G(s).

Figure 38: An extract of the desired and measured current during the experiment.
It is important to note that this resonant behavior is not a problem for the implementation of
the force control. In fact, the reachable bandwidth of the force control is limited by the bandwidth of the mechanical device: the mechanical bandwidth of the ALEx exoskeleton is about
20 Hz (worst case, evaluated by a concentrated parameter model). Hence, at the resonance fre-
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Figure 39: Experimentally determined Bode diagram of the close-loop current control.
quency (about 1400 Hz) the response of the force control is heavily affected by the attenuation
of the mechanical device that is much more significant compared to the current amplification.
In conclusion, in the bandwidth of the force control (i.e. less than 20 Hz), the experimentally
evaluated performances of the current control are acceptable for the use in CENTAURO.
3.2.3

Model of the Exoskeleton

According to the adopted general scheme for implementing the force control of ALEx, a model
of the mechanical structure of the exoskeleton is necessary for:
• evaluating the positions and speeds of the joints and of the end-effector (direct kinematics);
• evaluating the currents supplied to the motors, given by the sum of several feed-forward
contributions that are evaluated on the basis of the sensor signals and of the model of the
mechanical structure of the exoskeleton (gravity compensation, friction compensation,
and inertia compensation).
3.2.3.1 Kinematic Modeling Approach The mechanical structure can be ideally divided in
to two parts: the transmission system, which relates the motor (positions and torques) to the
joint, and the robotic structure which relates the joint to the end-effector.
In the transmission system, the tendon transmissions are considered inextensible and thus
the positions/speeds of the motors (qm , q̇m ) and of the joints (qj , q̇j ) are related by the following
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Figure 40: Step response of the closed-loop current control (applied on Id ).
algebraic equation
qm = K t q j ,
q̇m = Kt q̇j ,
where Kt is a constant matrix which contains the transmission ratios between motor rotations
and joint rotations. It is worth noting that Kt is a lower triangular matrix. This is because all
the motors are placed on the fixed link and so the tendon transmission of a joint i should cross
all the joints n = 1, . . . , i − 1: the speed of the motor i depends on the speed of the joint i but
also on the speed of the previous joints in the kinematic chain.
About the robotic structure, the direct kinematic model has been implemented according to
the Denavit-Hartenberg approach (DH). In Fig. 41, the reference frames of each link are shown
for the right arm.
The gravity torques are evaluated in accordance with the Newton-Euler approach: for each
link it is necessary to know its mass and the positions of its center of mass expressed with
respect to the local DH reference frame. The value of these parameters are obtained with good
accuracy from the 3D CAD model used for the mechanical design.
The friction compensation algorithm is based on the hypothesis that the friction torques
due to the tendon transmissions are negligible compared to the ones of the actuators (motor +
gear reducer). Hence, starting from the experimental acquired friction torque of the actuator
(discussed in the deliverable D3.2 and shown in Fig. 42), the friction compensation torque
3
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Figure 41: Reference frames placed on the links of the ALEx exoskeleton.
at a give speed has been modeled with the function shown in Fig. 43. The three parameters
that define the function have been evaluated for each motor by fitting the experimental data of
Fig. 42. Regarding the friction torques due to the tendon transmissions, the parameters of the
friction function are then adjusted by minimizing the external actions required for the movement
of each joint. These corrections required for taking into account of the tendon transmission were
in general very little: in fact, the friction components due to the tendon transmission are less
than 10% of the ones due to the actuators, confirming the initial assumption.
3.2.3.2 Experiments and Results The experimental setup is composed by the ALEx system, i.e. the exoskeleton and the electronics supporting the execution of the low-level control.
For the execution of the final test, an external force sensor is applied at the end-effector of the
exoskeleton. A picture of the system setup is shown in Fig. 44.
The model of the exoskeleton has been preliminary tested by the following experiments:
• the transmission matrix Kt has been tested by manually moving the joints along predefined path and recording the relative joint positions evaluated by using the transmission
matrix: in particular, for validating the parameters outside the diagonal (i.e. expressing
the contribution of the rotation of the joint i on the motors j with j < i) only one joint
of the exoskeleton has been moved and the others have been held in a fixed position (i.e.
close to the joint stops); this is possible because the cross-joint effect does not depend on
the position.
• the direct kinematics algorithm has been tested by manually moving the exoskeleton
along some paths that were parallel to the axis of the fixed absolute frame: the recorded
positions of the end-effector (evaluated with the direct kinematics algorithm) were then
analyzed in order to evaluate the accuracy of the position;
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Figure 42: Experimental plot of motor current vs motor speed: without the reducer (blue), with
the reducer (red).
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Figure 43: Function of motor friction vs. motor speed.
• the gravity compensation was tested by commanding the torques on the motor that were
produced by this term: in this condition the exoskeleton was moved in several different
positions and the correct balancing of the weight was verified during the movement.
The final test for validating the model of the exoskeleton (i.e. the low-level control based on it)
was conducted by moving the end-effector along path that are followed by the operator during
the execution of typical manipulative task: the force that should be applied on the exoskeleton
for producing the tracking movement is measured by an external force sensor and it represents
the disturbance force caused by the errors and the model approximations of the mechanical
model. The tests have been performed by manually moving the exoskeleton along the three
axis of the reference frame of link 0 (base frame defined in Fig. 41) and recording the force
measured by the sensor.
The modulus of the forces required for moving the exoskeleton along the three directions of
base frame and without applying any control are shown in Fig. 45. The modulus of the forces
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Figure 44: Setup of the ALEx exoskeleton modeling experiments.
required for executing quite the same movements but with the control on are shown in Fig. 46.

Figure 45: Force required for moving the exoskeleton with control off.
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Figure 46: Force required for moving the exoskeleton with control on.

3.2.3.3 Analysis and Conclusions The plots of the disturbance force measured during the
free movement with the exoskeleton in the condition of the experiment show a maximum value
of about 2.0 N. This value corresponds to an end-effector velocity with a modulus of about
35 cm/s and directed along the vertical axis: the uncompensated friction is incremented by
the error in the gravitation compensation. During the movement along the other two axes the
disturbance error is less than 1.5 N.
However, the maximum value of 2 N represents the 4% of the maximum force applicable by
the exoskeleton (50 N) and thus it can be considered an acceptable result.

3.3

Core Component 3.3: Bilateral Teleoperation Control

This section presents the implementation of a time-domain passivity-based controller for
multiple degrees of freedom bilateral teleoperation under communication delays. Since the
low-level control of the CENTAURO arm exoskeleton was still under development during the
testing of the teleoperation framework, we decided to use an alternative setup with similar
characteristics to the final CENTAURO setup. This choice is reasonable within the CENTAURO
project for two main reasons:
1. the main advantage of the time-domain passivity is the independence of both master and
slave, hence it is model-free;
2. the mechanical features of the experimental master/slave system are very similar to the
mechanical features of final CENTAURO setup.
The experimental setup is composed of two isomorphic haptic interfaces and a solid structure used to perform high-stiff contacts with an horizontal and a vertical surface. The haptic
3
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Figure 47: Setup of arm exoskeleton experiments. On the left side the master device within the
human operator is shown. On the right side the slave device is shown.
interfaces are two upper-limb exoskeletons characterized by different mechanical features: the
master is a cable-driven impedance-type exoskeleton, whereas the slave is a stiff closed-loop
controlled exoskeleton. A picture of the system setup is shown in Fig. 47. In Fig. 48 the rigid
contact surface during an experiment session is shown.
The teleoperation architecture is a position-force (measured) schema with position drift
compensation. Since master and slave share the end-effector information in the Cartesian
space, an inverse kinematic optimization, at the slave side, was developed. The evaluation
criteria are based on the quality of the force feedback perceived by the user and on the ability
of the controller to stabilize the teleoperation system under constant communication delays.
3.3.1

Master Device

The master device of the teleoperation system is the Light Exoskeleton (L-Exos) shown in
Fig. 49. The L-Exos was designed for upper limb rehabilitation at PERCRO Laboratory and
it has been thoroughly described in [14]. The L-Exos is an impedance-based robot with tendon
actuation, high backdrivability, smoothness, and force fidelity. Thanks to these features, the
L-Exos force feedback can be controlled open-loop. Its workspace is approximately 70% of
that of the human arm. The L-Exos has four actuated DoFs q for supporting elbow and shoulder
movements: q1 shoulder adduction/abduction; q2 shoulder flexion/extension; q3 shoulder internal/external rotation; q4 elbow flexion/extension—and one passive DOF used for measuring the
wrist prono-supination angle. For measuring interaction forces, the L-Exos end-effector features a tri-axial force sensor. The L-Exos is able to generate a maximum continuous force at
the end-effector of 50 N and a peak force of at least 100 N in all kinematic configurations. The
dynamic bandwidth of the exoskeleton at the end-effector is approximately 5 Hz when the arm
is in the center of the workspace and the upper limbs are perpendicular.
Since in a teleoperation application the master device is used to render force feedbacks, the
L-Exos exoskeleton joints are controlled using the following law:
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Figure 48: A physical contact with a rigid environment. For the experiment, a rigid contact
along the y and z axes have been chosen.

Figure 49: Light Exoskeleton (L-Exos).

τJ = τJG + τJV F + J T FEE ,

(5)

where τJ is the vector of the joint control torques, τJG is the feedforward gravity compensation
term, τJV F is the feedforward viscous friction compensation term, FEE is the renderized spatial
force at the end-effector and J T the transpose Jacobian.
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Slave Device

At the slave side, the Rehab-Exos is an active robotic exoskeleton (Fig. 50) developed for rehabilitation applications. Due to its mechanical characteristics, it is also suitable for power
augmentation. The Rehab-Exos has an admittance-type construction with high ratio gear reduction and joint motors with embedded torque sensing.
As depicted in Fig. 50, the Rehab-Exos has a serial architecture isomorphic with the human
kinematics that comprises: a shoulder joint fixed in space and composed by three active joints
J1 , J2 and J3 followed by an active elbow joint J4 . For a more detailed description of both
Rehab-Exos and actuation groups, the reader can refer to [46].
The three joints J1 , J2 and J4 of the exoskeleton are motorized through identical actuation
groups. Each joint features a custom-made frame-less brush-less torque motor integrating a
compact Harmonic Drive (HD) component set. The actuator provides a joint output torque
equal to 150 Nm with an overall weight equal to 3.7 kg and a motor shaft inertia reduced to the
joint output shaft Jm = 3.7 kgm2 . The maximum force the robot can exert at the end-effector
in the worst case is 150 N in any direction. Moreover, the HD performs a reduction equal to
100:1, thus the joints feature limited back-drivability at motor power-off. Joint J3 is actuated by
a tendon transmission that is used to transmit the actuation torque through an open semi-circular
guide.
The three joints J1 , J2 and J4 have a torque sensor which is located at the joint output shaft.
The internal joint-torque sensor introduces controlled torsional compliance that is used at the
same time to transmit joint torque actuation from the motor to the link and to measure it. The
dynamic bandwidth of the joints is approximately 17 Hz. The low-level control of each slave
device joint is based on a position controller that computes the following law:
τJ = τ dyn + τJG + KP (θ∗ − θ) − KD θ̇,

(6)

where τJ is the vector of the joint control torques, τ dyn are the dynamic compensation terms,
τJG is the feed-forward gravity compensation term, and finally the PD control terms are defined
(for the dynamic compensations, please refer to [43]). The proportional and derivative gains
used in these experiments are reported in the Tab. 3.
As reported below, the master and the slave share the information at the end-effector level
due to the different sizes of the structural links. This implies the presence of an additional
software module (described in the next paragraph) able to compute the reference position of

Joint 2

Joint 1

Joint 3
F/T sensor

Joint 4
Figure 50: Rehab-Exos exoskeleton used as slave device.
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Table 3: Proportional and derivative gains used for the four slave joint position controls.
Joint

Kp [N m/rad]

Kd [N m · s/rad]

J1

4000

40

J2

3000

40

J3

3000

50

J4

5000

35

Figure 51: Inverse kinematics scheme [40].
each slave joint given the desired end-effector position. Since the CENTAURO exoskeleton and
the Centauro robot will also have different link sizes, this approach will be also used in the final
CENTAURO system.
3.3.3

Bilateral Teleoperation Control

Since the remote manipulation tasks are defined in the Cartesian space, master and slave share
the information regarding the three translational DoFs at the end-effector level: positions, velocities, and forces. For this reason, the time-domain passivity theory (see Sections 6.2 and 6.3
in Deliverable D3.2) has been implemented for each of the three DoFs, independently, as in [3].
It is worth noting that the master imposes an end-effector position to the slave, but the
slave has four DoFs. Although, master and slave share some kinematic characteristics (serial
kinematic with four revolute joints), at the same time the two robots have different link lengths,
so different workspaces (the two robots are shown in Fig. 47). In order to solve the slave
redundancy, the slave pose was set by using an inverse kinematic algorithm (see the block
scheme of the algorithm in Fig. 51) able to minimize the difference between the pose of the
master and the slave.
In detail, the slave position target is updated by integrating the master velocities sent to the
slave as follows:
N
X
xsd (n) =
Vsd (k) + xsd (0),
(7)
n=1

where xsd (n) is the slave target position at time n, which is calculated using the master velocities
received from the starting time to the time n.
The related formulas of the schema in Fig. 51 are (8), (9) where qsi is the i-th slave joint
i
angle, qm
is the i-th master joint angle, n is the number of slave joints and J and J † are the
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Jacobian and the Jacobian pseudoinverse of the slave, respectively:
q̇ = J † (ẋsd + Ke) + (In − J † J)q̇0 ,

q̇0 = K0

∂w(q)
∂q

(8)

i=1

T
,

1 X i
i 2
w(q) = −
(q − qm
).
2n n s

(9)

The solution solves the redundancy inverse kinematic problem by minimizing the function w(q),
minimizing distance from the angular limits, through the computation of its gradient in (9).
Both the master and the slave systems run with a time step of 150 µs, while the communication loop-back is less than 1 ms when no simulation time delay is introduced.
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Figure 52: Teleoperation under delayed communication without passivity controller. Top: positions of master (solid black) and slave (solid red). Bottom: slave measured contact force (solid
red) and measured force at handle of the master (solid black) along the y axis. In detail, when
the operator pushed down towards the surface (label A), the operator applies a force in the same
direction of slave velocity, while the slave follows with the delay the master position. At time
of contact of the slave with the rigid surface (label B), the operator still does not perceive any
force, and so continues to push down, while the slave presses against the rigid surface with force
values of about 20 N (time between labels B and C). As soon as the master device applied a
delayed force from the slave to the operator, the master speed is reverted and starts to increase
(label D). At this point, the master device returns back a force to the operator that simulates the
contact with the remote surface, that lasts beyond the duration of true contact time (label E).
Moreover, it seems that during the experiments the slave moves beyond the contact surface, this
is due to both the non-infinite stiffness of the slave structure and the mechanical backlash.
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Figure 53: Positions and force profiles along the z axis of the master and slave devices during a
delayed communication without the passivity controller.
3.3.4

Performed Experiments

The bilateral teleoperation system was initially tested without communication delay, both in
free movement and in contact with the rigid environment, i.e. the rigid solid body. In these two
conditions the overall system exhibited a stable behavior without the necessity of the passivity
controller. The experiments were composed of two different tests:
• Contact with solid horizontal and vertical surface with delay without the passivity controller;
• Contact with solid horizontal and vertical surface with delay and passivity controller.
During the explained test, the simulated communication delay was set to 40 ms in both sending
and receiving, resulting in a 80 ms round-trip latency.
3.3.5

Results and Analysis

The performance of the bilateral teleoperation framework has been evaluated without and with
the passivity controller. In Fig. 52 and in Fig. 53 the master and the slave positions and forces
with the not enabled passivity controller are plotted, respectively, for the y and z axis. In these
two tests, the system displayed an unstable behavior due to the application of the delayed slave
measured forces on the master device. Instead, in Fig. 54 and in Fig. 55 the stable behavior due
to the use of the passivity controller is shown, respectively for the y and z axis.
To analyze the unstable behavior, the reader can refer to the Fig. 52, that is the results of
the contact along the y axis (the vertical axis) without the passivity controller. The instability is
reflected on the position tracking errors and on the forces characteristics.
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Figure 54: Positions and force profiles along the y axis of the master and slave devices during a
delayed communication with the passivity controller.
Regarding the forces measured along the y axis, it can be noted that the slave forces are
lower than the master forces. When the operator tries to force the contact with the surface (time
841.2 sec up to 841.8 sec), the master force oscillates in counter phase with respect to the slave
force. At this point, the master device returns back a force to the operator that simulates the
contact with the remote surface, that lasts beyond the duration of true contact time (label E).
When the passivity controller is enabled, overall system exhibits a stable contact and it
shows a less position error between the master and the slave device. The measured forces
at the master handle force sensor tends to follow the slave measured forces (i.e. the contact
forces) with a dynamic different from the slave one, that depends on the master robot dynamic
characteristics. From Fig. 54 and Fig. 55, it is clear when the passivity controller acts more
on the teleoperation system: in the contact and release phases an additional stabilizing term is
added to slow down the master commanded forces.
3.3.6

Conclusions

In this experimental work, a time-domain passivity-based controller for multiple degrees of
freedom bilateral teleoperation under communication delays was implemented. Unlike previ3
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Figure 55: Positions and force profiles along the z axis of the master and slave devices during a
delayed communication with the passivity controller.
ous related works, the presented experimental setup is composed of two isomorphic multipleDoF robots characterized by different mechanical features: the master is an impedance-type
exoskeleton with good dynamic and payload characteristics, whereas the slave is a stiff and
closed-loop control robot with high interaction forces. The implemented teleoperation architecture is a position-force (measured) schema with position drift compensation. The task at the
end-effector has been defined in the Cartesian space, thus the passivity observer was applied
for each axis independently. In the experiments, the level of the slave contact forces was up to
40 N, while the maximum simulated delay in each directions was 40 ms. The results shown that
during high-force stiff contacts in different directions in the Cartesian space, the multiple-DoFs
teleoperator system remains stable also under communication delays.
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WP4 Modeling and Simulation

For a complex robotic system such as realized in CENTAURO, 3D simulation can be used prior
to the completion of the full system for the design, development and optimization of hardware
and software components. In addition, simulation can be used during system operation as an
additional interface between the operator and the robotic field system, e.g. to plan and verify
next actions in simulation before executing them in reality.
In CENTAURO, we aim for teleoperation combined with telepresence: The operator teleoperates the semi-autonomous robot from a safe distance through multi-modal, immersive interfaces. As one could see at for example the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC), a large number
of operators were necessary, each responsible for one single task, like hand movement, sensor
data pre-processing, or leg movements, for instance. Thus, new interfaces are needed to ensure
an intuitive and efficient robot control with less man power.
We develop the operator interface to be divided between one main operator, telepresent in
the robot and responsible for all interaction tasks, and one support operator utilizing 3rd person
views of additional information about the scene to assist the main operator. Special focus is put
onto using 3D simulation in-the-loop of the operators to ensure a stable, reliable, and easy to
use man-robot interface.
Thus, CENTAURO aims at developing novel 3D simulation-based interfaces to ensure an
intuitive interaction of operator and robot during system development as well as during system
operation. As described in T4.2 (CENTAURO Robot and Environment Simulation), a major
part of work package WP4 (Modeling and Simulation) is to provide a close-to-reality simulation
of the CENTAURO robot in various environments. This simulation is the basis for the predictive
robot model and the interaction of the operator with the look-ahead simulation.
The core components of work package WP4—also with respect to WP8 (Requirement Specification and Evaluation)—are:
1. Simulatable Robot Model,
2. Simulatable Environment Model, and
3. Hardware and Software Interfaces.
In order to setup the core components CC4.1-4.3 in CENTAURO, we apply the ”eRobotics”
methodology, a development platform for roboticist to exchange ideas and to collaborate with
experts from other disciplines. The central method in eRobotics are ”Virtual Testbeds”, where
robotic systems and their interaction with their working environments are first designed, programmed, controlled and optimized in 3D simulation, before commissioning the real system.
The core components CC4.1-4.3 were integrated in a demonstrator that was shown at the
Automatica fair in Munich (June 2016). The setup of the demonstrator at Automatica can be
seen in Fig. 56(a), on the table in the front. After a quick introduction to the control devices,
a prototypical version of the CENTAURO robot model in a disaster scene was controlled by
untrained users. Additionally, a Geomagic Touch X haptic force feedback device is connected
to the left arm of the robot with force feedback in its tool center point (see Fig. 56(b)). The third
person view onto the scene can be switched into a first person stereoscopic view utilizing the
Oculus Rift Dev Kit 2 (see Fig. 56(b)). It is also possible to switch to the support operator view,
where additional information (here by the example of camera overlays) is presented to the user.
Linking the model to the Geomagic Touch X haptic force feedback device acts as a prototypical
version of the exoskeleton interface according to core component of interfaces (CC4.3). Besides
simulation of robot kinematics and dynamics, the demonstrator allowed for sensor simulation.
In the current model, a standard RGB camera and a simulated PMD sensor have been selected
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(a) CENTAURO booth at Automatica
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(b) Overview of the devices used with the simulation

Figure 56: Demonstrator setup as presented at the Automatica fair in Munich, June 19-22, 2016.
for the purpose of demonstrator development and presentation, while the details of the sensors
and cameras used in the final CENTAURO setup have still been under revision (the setup of was
determined at the CENTAURO project meeting May 21-22, 2016, in Stockholm).

4.1

Core Component 4.1: Simulatable Robot Model

Core component CC4.1 focusses on representing the CENTAURO robot for design purposes as
well as a basis of the 3D simulation-based user interfaces during operation. Fig. 57 depicts the
rigid body dynamic simulation of a prototypical version of the CENTAURO robot in a disaster
scene. The robot is modeled using rigid bodies, which are connected via different joints and
controlled via motors. Although the robot model is based on the descriptions of WP2, we are
not yet using specific details, but equip the model with standard motors (position or velocity
controlled) in the rotational and ball-in-socket joints.
The demonstrator as shown in Fig. 56 allows for testing the 3D simulation-based user interface with a preliminary design study of the CENTAURO robot as it is under development at
partner IIT. This includes driving movements (acceleration, deceleration, and turns), prescripted
whole-body movements (body elevation and squad) and additional head movements. The robot
model can be manually updated with geometric data from partner IIT, who maintain and provide Gazebo models of their robot. Without using any control algorithms yet, the posture of the
robot is modeled with a predefined startup orientation in the position-controlled joint motors.
However, the structure of the robot model is able (or can be extended) to hold the necessary
semantic and geometric data as well the parameters to describe generic Centaur-like robots and
their simulation.
4.1.1

Experiment

The experiment for CC4.1 aims at assessing the performance of the simulatable robot model,
in particular the potentially computational expensive tasks of rigid body dynamics and collision detection. The experiment is performed on a Windows PC (Intel Core i7-5820K 3.3GHz;
16GB RAM; NVidia GeForce GTX980 4GB RAM), with the simulatable CENTAURO robot
model for design purposes as given in the demonstrator. Two datasets are captured from the
4
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Figure 57: Simulatable robot model.
simulation, which include the amount of milliseconds spent on the various modules of the simulation as key performance indicators. The first dataset ”Idle” is captured as the baseline for
comparison and includes the start-up activities of the simulation model as well as the simulation performance without any activities in the scenario, in particular without user interactions
or prescripted whole-body movements of the CENTAURO robot. For comparison, the second
dataset ”User” captures a potentially computational expensive situation, where the simulatable
robot model is controlled by user interactions and prescribed movements on all dynamically
simulated joints at once. In addition, the robot is pressed against a wall yielding 5-10 parallel
collisions which have to be detected and coped with by the rigid-body dynamic simulation.
4.1.2

Results and Analysis

Fig. 58 shows the timing and scheduling of the various modules of the simulation as captured
in the ”Idle” dataset. ”Wall time” refers to the timing regime as dictated by the scheduler and
is parameterized here to correspond with real time. In four rows, the bar chart then depicts
the phases of activity for four major modules, ”VSPluginRenderGL::Project” (the rendering
engine), ”Frame Update” (adjustments of all 3D objects according to changes in the last time
step), and ”Physics” (calculations for rigid-body dynamics and collisions). In addition, ”System” represents waiting times, where the scheduler has idle time to spent and hands over the
timing control to the operating system.
The initialization of the simulation takes about 0.25 [s] - with major activities in the rendering engine and some minor preparations in the physics engine. Then the scheduler leaves
control to the operating system to deal with UI and other system tasks. After 0.25 [s], without
any activities in the simulation, the scheduling falls into the ”Idle” scheme: ”Physics” checks
for new collisions, actions and reactions. Then ”Frame Update” adjusts the 3D objects accordingly and hands over to the rendering engine which redraws the updated scene in 3D. Since the
scheduler doesn’t need the remaining time (about 0.125 [s]) to catch up with wall time (real
time), the simulation waits for the next time step.
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Figure 58: Bar chart of the idle performance of the simulation for initialization (until 0.25 [s]
wall time) and without any activities in the scenario afterwards (after 0.25 [s] wall time).

Figure 59: Idle performance of the simulation as comparison of ”wall time” (real time) and
”sim time” (simulated time).
Fig. 59 shows the same ”Idle” dataset, but from the perspective of comparing the simulated
time to real time. Since wall time is configured to correspond with real time in the given
experiment, the diagonal line represents the ideal case where sim time = real time. The
simulation doesn’t meet the diagonal due to the delays occurring with the initialization phase.
But after 0.25 [s], the idle performance of the simulation can easily keep up with the ideal case,
as the gradient of the simulation activities is fully in parallel with the diagonal and waiting times
occur.
While the ”Idle” dataset represents the baseline performance of the robot simulation, the
second dataset ”User” puts stress on the robot simulation by enforcing user interactions and
prescripted movements on all joints at once and provocating collisions. The performance of the
two cases is compared in Tab. 4. One can observe that the potentially computational intensive
stress on the physics engine as the main module for robot simulation yields a peak drop-off in
performance of about 0.001 [s].
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Table 4: Performance of the physics engine as the critical module for robot simulation.

4.1.3

Dataset

min [ms]

max [ms]

avg [ms]

Idle

0.10

3.44

2.48

User

0.09

4.20

2.83

Conclusions

Core component CC4.1 (Simulatable Robot Model) provides an extensible robot model that can
be adapted to meet upcoming needs of the project. The experimental results show that measured
by time consumption, the performance of the critical modules for robot simulation (rigid-body
dynamics and collision detection) are capable of dealing with dense situations. In addition, the
scheduling of the robot simulation still idles for about half of its allotted time and thus has the
potential to cope with even more complex scenarios.

4.2

Core Component 4.2: Simulatable Environment Model

In close co-development with core component CC4.1 (Simulatable Robot Model), we apply the
”eRobotics” methodology in order to setup a simulatable environment model in CENTAURO,
too. The environment model is defined as a hierarchical spatial tree of 3D geometries (primitives or CAD data),which can be enhanced with environmental details for rendering (e.g. time
of day, weather conditions) as well as automatically generated support for collision detection
and rigid-body simulation. For example, the geometries of the sample environment model depicted in Fig. 60 were directly imported from an existing CAD model, and then enhanced with
modules for rendering and dynamic simulation. The sample environment for the demonstrator
(see Fig. 60) integrates the required features to support proper simulation and control of the
CENTAURO robot, namely rigid body based collision detection and dynamics simulation for
force feedback, as well as advanced rendering techniques for large-scale environments, sensor
simulation and visualization of environmental conditions. The environment models can seamlessly be exchanged by any given environment, using the same robot and also the same input
devices.
4.2.1

Experiment

The experiment for CC4.2 aims at assessing the performance of the simulatable environment
model. In particular, the experiment aims at assessing potential limits of the rendering engine, since rendering is critical for defining the simulation capabilities to cover large areas
and complex object geometries. The experiment is performed on a Windows PC (Intel Core
i7-5820K 3.3GHz; 16GB RAM; NVidia GeForce GTX980 4GB RAM), with the simulatable
CENTAURO robot model for design purposes as given in the demonstrator. As in CC4.1, two
datasets are captured from the simulation, which include the amount of milliseconds spent on
the various modules of the simulation as key performance indicators. The first dataset ”Idle”
is captured as the baseline for comparison and includes the start-up activities of the simulation
model as well as the simulation performance without any activities in the scenario. The ”Idle”
dataset is captured from the typical perspective of CENTAURO support operators as depicted in
Fig. 57 and thus only shows the robot and a limited number of objects in its environment. The
second dataset ”Zoom” captures the initialization of the simulation model as well as the simulation performance without any activities in the scenarios, too. But for comparison, the ”Zoom”
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Figure 60: Simulatable environment model.
Table 5: Complexity and coverage of the environment model.
Parameter

Value

Number of structured geometries

473

Number of loaded vertices

5396230

Number of (textured) materials

246

Number of global effects

11

Number of required draw calls

257

Approx. area covered by objects

4 [km2 ]

Approx. area covered in total

25 [km2 ]

dataset captures the simulation performance for a perspective that puts maximum stress on the
rendering by zooming out to the full scene as depicted in Fig. 60, thus forcing the simulation to
render all objects and effects at once. The experiments are carried out on a ”Full 4K” screen.
4.2.2

Results and Analysis

The environment model used in the experiment still represents only an artificial scenario. However, Tab. 5 demonstrates that the complexity and coverage of the environment model is sufficiently close to real world scenarios.
The results of the CC4.2 experiment are given in Tab. 6. In both cases, ”Idle” and ”Zoom”,
the rendering engine needs extraordinary times during initialization. This fact is documented in
Fig. 58, too. But although the number of visible objects is significantly higher for the ”Zoom”
dataset, the time for initialization doesn’t increase correspondingly. This is due to general
housekeeping tasks in the rendering engine, which are executed during start-up for all geometries, vertices, materials and effects independently of their visibility in the scene. The major
difference then occurs with the actual rendering, where on average the ”Zoom” dataset shows
4
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Table 6: Performance of the rendering engine as the critical module for environment simulation.
Dataset

min [ms]

max [ms]

avg [ms]

Idle

0.01

60.08

2.08

Zoom

0.01

96.33

7.41

an additional rendering effort of more than 5 milliseconds.
4.2.3

Conclusions

Core component CC4.2 (Simulatable Environment Model) provides an environment model that
meets the current needs of the project but is flexible and extensible and thus able to represent
generic robot environments resp. disaster scenarios. The critical module for environment simulation is the rendering engine. As underpinned by the results of experiment CC4.2, the rendering
engine is capable of visualizing large, textured areas with complex objects and several weather
effects in under 10 milliseconds even on a ”Full 4K” screen—with the potential to render even
larger and more complex scenarios without losing the coupling to real time.

4.3

Core Component 4.3: Hardware and Software Interfaces

Core component CC4.3 encompasses two main interfaces, in particular
• the exoskeleton-simulation interface to enable force feedback as an overly immersive method
of teleoperation resp. telepresence, and
• a simulation-ROS interface to enable integration of existing and newly developed algorithms by all CENTAURO partners for data exchange, robot control, sensor processing and
planning.
Regarding the exoskeleton-simulation interface, the integration of force feedback in 3D
simulation environments is not addressed in current research. Most commonly used as threedimensional input devices for modeling, force feedback devices are only in some rare applications also used in specialized simulation environments, such as surgical simulations, where
force feedback is then the main aspect of simulation. Here, we developed a generic interface
concept to couple rigid body dynamics based force generation, force reprocessing and specialized driver interfaces for each force feedback device. Development of this interface was started
with the Geomagic Touch X haptic force feedback device and then extended towards the force
feedback ready exoskeleton by partner SSSA.
Regarding the simulation-ROS interface, we implemented a generic integration of ROS
into the 3D simulation system VEROSIM to enable to use the full spectrum of ROS functionalities from within the simulation. Implementing an interface to the communication infrastructure
of ROS aims at connecting the message passing system with roscore to open up many possibilities regarding other core components of ROS. The milestone to achieve was to be able to
resemble the features in the Momaro setup [39][33] in order to make use of the knowledge
already available from prior ROS setups.
4.3.1

Experiment

In a first experiment, the exoskeleton-simulation interface was presented using a Geomagic
Touch X haptic force feedback device as part of the demonstrator for Automatica (see Fig. 56,
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resp. Sec. 4.1.1). Due to its generic nature, it is also possible to exchange the Geomagic Touch
X with other force feedback devices, in particular the exoskeleton by partner SSSA. In a second
experiment, we exchanged the device with an exoskeleton simulator (by SSSA) as a substitute
to define, develop, and use the exoskeleton interface in the 3D simulation.
The simulation-ROS interface was part of an experiment with the Momaro setup by partner UBO during an internal meeting (CENTAURO VEROSIM meeting, April 22nd 2016 in
Aachen), where we connected one joint of the Momaro robot with one virtual CENTAURO
robot joint via ROS. Since this first experiment, all central message types have been implemented and tested with the help of the Momaro simulation in Gazebo, provided by UBO.
4.3.2

Results and Analysis

Exoskeleton-simulation Interface: Starting with the Geomagic Touch X, we used the freely
available OpenHaptics API [18] to implement the driver interface. While the higher layers were
achieved in simulation, the API is just used for low-level interfacing of the physical hardware.
Visible for the user in the 3D simulation is just an extension that manages a thread-safe communication channel. On a higher level, the collision and force detection, calculation and scheduling
is of paramount importance. We implemented a collision-based determination of force feedback
events at times → tF F . Now, either the calculated force on interacting rigid bodies (FRB ) can
be used as force feedback, specific force torque sensors (FF T ) (e.g. in the joints) can be used
for force feedback, or a more general approach, where the virtual coupling is based on a massspring-damper system as found in [4][36]. In the third option, a variance analysis of current
position and target position is used to calculate a (virtual) spring-damper based force (FSD ).
This procedure has the advantage of equal force dimensions, irrespective of the two colliding
bodies. Otherwise, the calculated collision force could become too high or too volatile for the
force feedback device. As a result, we use the general option for force direction and magnitude
calculation, the integrated dynamic rigid body framework for collision detection, and a separate
thread to safely collaborate with the OpenHaptics API. The exoskeleton simulator provides the
exact same interface design as the final exoskeleton. Therefore, defined exchange information
structs (encompassing end-effector position, joint angles, joint force and torques, etc.) can be
received by and send from simulation. Although the communication between simulation and
Geomagic Touch X is based on a specific API and thus completely different to the UDP- based
connection of the exoskeleton, the infrastructure of the force feedback interface already provides
all necessary pre-processing of forces. The low-level interface layer of the UDP exoskeleton is
then added on top of the force feedback fundament.
Simulation-ROS Interface: The implementation in VEROSIM builds on linking ROS messages to the central input/output board of VEROSIM (so-called IO Board) [34], which then
allows for dynamically connecting internal simulation functionalities with the ROS framework.
As a result, simulation scheduling, rendering and the other frameworks can utilize the inputs
and outputs of ROS nodes. The following implementation scheme is used to continuously add
ROS functionalities to VEROSIM using the roscpp (and rospy) API:
1. Implementation of static data type conversions for std msg types,
2. Implementation of static data type conversions for combined std msg and specialized types,
3. Implementation of template-based conversions for arbitrary message types, and
4. Completely dynamic (Python-based) embedding of ROS data types into VEROSIM.
Following this implementation scheme led to the following results: Fig. 61 shows a ROS
publisher extension in the VEROSIM IO Board to publish a float64 in the ROS namespace
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Figure 61: VEROSIM IO Board using dynamic input from simulation to publish, and submit to
ROS messages via outputs in simulation.

Figure 62: Using ROS with VEROSIM: (top/left) VEROSIM issuing data using ROS publisher,
(top/right) console running roscore, (bottom/left) console for inspection with rostopic, (bottom/right) second instance of VEROSIM reading the data using ROS subscriber.
”veROSim” on the ROS topic ”myFloatValue”. In Fig. 62 this ROS std msg float64 publisher
and its corresponding subscriber are used to connect two instances of VEROSIM. As a result, the
input data from the top/left VEROSIM is published and thus transferred via the ROS network to
the subscriber in the bottom/right VEROSIM.
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Conclusions

Regarding the exoskeleton-simulation interface, connecting to the simulator led to a defined
interface concept for simulation and promising results in terms of the communication protocol
and also realtime-capable communication. In synchronization with the development and availability of the full exoskeleton setup by SSSA, next steps are scheduled for 4Q/2016 to generate
force feedback from simulation for a direct and intuitive sense of immersion with the real exoskeleton. Regarding the simulation-ROS interface, implementation of additional message
types and their testing and optimization is still in progress and will be finished in 4Q/2016.
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WP5 Navigation

WP5 provides operator support for navigation tasks in the CENTAURO system. The work
package has three core components which roughly correspond to three stages in the processing
pipeline. The work package will receive information mainly from WP2 and WP4 in the form
of sensor data and data from the central world model. Its results will be used by the operator
interface WP3 via the virtual testbed in WP4 and manipulation tasks in WP6.
The evaluated core components of work package WP5 are:
• Core Component 5.1 Rough Terrain Mapping,
• Core Component 5.2 Terrain Classification, and
• Core Component 5.3 Planning and Execution of Hybrid Wheeled/Walking Locomotion.
Here, CC5.1 presents a mapping algorithm that fuses sensor data into three layers of abstraction,
CC5.2 presents a geometry-based and a appearance-based terrain classification pipeline that
provides a terrain traversability cost map with semantic labels, and finally CC5.3 presents a
hybrid driving-stepping locomotion planning system.

5.1

Core Component 5.1: Rough Terrain Mapping

As the CENTAURO robot explores the environment, its sensors (i.e lidar and cameras) provide
an ever increasing amount of measurements. These measurements must be fused into a map for
visualization, localization, and navigation.
This map is separated into three levels of abstraction, c.f. Deliverable 5.1 CENTAURO
Navigation Concept, represented by a graph structure on the highest level. The nodes of this
graph store geometric and visual information about different places, e.g. rooms in an indoorenvironment, while the edges store the known transforms between places. Hence, this representation is topological rather than metric. The geometric and visual information will be used for
loop-closure detection and visualization to the operator. The topological relations are essential
for planning missions.
For building the graph structure on the highest level and local maps on the intermediate
layer, we evaluated a lidar-based mapping and localization method, developed by UBO [10,
9]. 3D scans are aggregated in a robot-centric local multiresolution map by registration of
sparse scans to a denser egocentric map. The resulting egocentric maps from different view
poses form the nodes in the graph structure. They are connected by edges representing spatial
constraints, which result from aligning these maps with each other. The global registration
error is minimized using graph optimization [25]. The resulting 3D map allows for localizing
the robot in an allocentric frame.
In the local mapping layer, the 3D structure of each place is encoded as voxels stored, e.g., in
an octree (cf. OctoMap [16]) or as a 2D height-map and is used to both determine traversability
and to find the robot pose within the location. The most detailed map representation that is used
in WP6 for manipulation workspace perception is discussed in Section 6.1.
The overall mapping system, cf. Figure 63, is an iterative loop over the incoming camera
frames and lidar scans that activate the different levels of the map depending on the observed
data. Whenever new data is fed into the system, its pose (3D position and orientation of the
sensor) is estimated. If it turns out that the data covers an area that has been visited before
(loop-closure detection), a new edge is added to the topological map or the existing edges are
optimized. The system is located at the correct node and the next iteration is initiated, i.e., the
system waits for the next frame.
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New frame

Input: RGB + depth data

Local metric map

Pose estimation
and point cloud
registration
Topological map

Loop-closure detected
Topological map

yes

Reoptimize
topological map

no
Add new node to yes
topological map

New unvisited area
no
Updated map

Next frame
Figure 63: Overview of the mapping system. Marked in red are the place-recognition (bottom
marking: loop-closure detection) and pose-estimation components (top marking).
If the observed frame contains novel information, the existing local map (second layer) is
updated and the next iteration is initiated. If the system has also moved a minimum distance to
a previously unobserved area, a new node is added to the topological map, the system is located
in the new node, and the next iteration is initiated.
5.1.1

Place Recognition for Loop Closure

At the highest level of abstraction, a location is represented by a single node in the map graph.
While exploring, the robot needs to determine which node it is in; whether it has entered a new
area or one already stored in its map.
During normal system operation, the robot can predict its current location and can correct
prediction errors by localizing with respect to the current and adjacent map nodes. Pose tracking
is not sufficient, though, when the robot is initialized at an uncertain location. In this case, either
manual pose initialization or global localization must be performed.
If no map exists, the map must be built on the fly. In this case, the robot needs to solve the
loop-closure problem to recognize when it returns to a previously explored location through an
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alternate path, and update its topological map accordingly.
We evaluated two approaches for visually identifying a location, also known as place recognition: an earlier method [13] developed by LiU, that uses so-called P-channel representations,
is compared to a recent one [23] employing a convolutional neural net, named PoseNet. Note
that PoseNet was not developed in the CENTAURO project.
PoseNet is an example of the recently successful methodology of tuning a mostly pre-trained
deep (many-layered) neural network. Most layers of the network are left unchanged while a few
of the top layers are restructured and trained on application-specific image data to produce the
desired network outputs. Kendall et al. trained such a network on low-framerate videos of
a number of street scenes from neighboring locations and landmarks in central Cambridge,
UK [23]. The camera poses to train the network on were determined by 3D reconstruction
of the training images with off-the-shelf structure-from-motion software. Separate instances
of the network have been trained for each scene, each training session requiring 1.5 hours of
processing time on a high-end graphics card.
The P-channel-based method was originally targeted for camera pose estimation and scene
(place) recognition. Both applications are highly related, since in both usages an input image
produces an output pose. P-channels are an information representation combining the advantages of histograms and local linear models. To recognize a pose or a place, three processing
steps are performed: First, low-level image features for color and local orientation are extracted
in each point of the image. Second, the features are encoded into P-channels by pooling similar
features within local image regions. Third, this query-descriptor is matched to a database of
channel-encoded prototypes, generated during an earlier training phase, using a least-squares
approach. In contrast to the PoseNet approach, the database is built in video real-time while selecting frames or in seconds when operating on the batch dataset from Cambridge. Also during
localization, the P-channel descriptor matching works in real-time, in contrast to PoseNet.
5.1.2

Pose Estimation

Despite the fact that both PoseNet and P-channels are also intended to be used for direct regression of the pose from image data, the achieved accuracy (see results section below) is deemed
insufficient for map-building without further refinement by geometric pose estimation.
An overview of the suggested pose estimation component is illustrated in Figure 64. In
contrast to the 3D pose estimation for objects by probabilistic point cloud registration [8, 7] (cf.
Deliverable 6.2), color supported generalized ICP [24] is sufficiently accurate for the second
level map.
ICP requires a robust initialization that is obtained here by tracking feature points in the
incoming images, which are aligned with the incoming point clouds. If the feature points have
moved sufficiently, the relative pose is estimated by PnP and the so updated 3D pose is used as
initialization for registering the RGB point cloud in the current local map, or used as pose for
the newly established node, see above.
5.1.3

Experiments

We evaluated both place-recognition methods (PoseNet and our own P-channel method) on
the Cambridge Landmarks dataset, originally created to evaluate PoseNet [23]. We input test
images from the dataset to the respective methods which in turn produce pose estimates, either
from the nearest neighbor pose in the training set or by regressing over position and orientation.
The difference of the resulting position and rotation to the corresponding ground-truth data was
measured in meters and degrees, respectively.
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Input: RGB + depth data

Track points in
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Initiate colorGICP with
estimate
Estimated relative pose

Figure 64: Overview of the pose-estimation component.
The pose estimation for the second level mapping was performed by running the OctoMapbased system [16] on data captured in a CENTAURO environment (81 frames), without ground
truth. This experiment employed Kinect v2, but the map generation system is designed to work
with any sensor setup that provides point cloud data and RGB-images and in particular with the
CENTAURO sensor setup.
To evaluate the lidar-based mapping and localization method [10], we acquired a data set
in a 21×19 m hall at UBO. The data has been acquired with the mobile manipulation robot
Momaro [38]—a centaur-like robot which serves as a place holder until the CENTAURO robot
is available. It is equipped with a continuously rotating Hokuyo UTM-30LX-EW lidar scanner
that measures distances up to 30 m at a rate of approximately 40.000 points/s with a spherical
field-of-view. A second data set has been acquired using a prototype of the CENTAURO sensor
head using a continuously rotating Velodyne Puck VLP-16 lidar. It measures distances of up
to 100 m with 16 beams in an opening angle of 360×30◦ . The rotation around the vertical axis
creates a spherical field-of-view. For data recording, Momaro traversed with the new sensor a
loop inside the ≈80×60 m courtyard of UBO, circled a gas station, went through a garage, and
entered the hall mapped before.
5.1.4

Results

The results of the first experiment are shown in Table 7. Note that the results for PoseNet have
been achieved with the authors’ original code after correcting the orientation measure according
to their paper.
Qualitative results from aggregating Kinect V2 measurements in an OctoMap are shown in
Figure 65. Three locations within the generated OctoMap alongside approximately corresponding RGB images of each location are depicted.
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Table 7: PoseNet and P-channel results for nearest-neighbor pose estimation (as a measure of
success in place recognition).
Scene

Frames

PoseNet

PoseNet

P-channels

P-channels

Train

Test

Pos error

Rot error

Pos error

Rot error

Kings College

1220

343

3.34

5.92

6.96

8.04

Old Hospital

895

182

5.38

9.02

5.05

8.04

Shop Facade

231

103

2.10

10.40

2.89

9.18

St Marys Church

1487

530

4.48

11.30

6.57

14.41

The positional and rotational errors are in meters and degrees, respectively, averaged over the respective
sequence. Note that only the P-channel method achieves real-time performance.

Figure 65: Top: RGB-frames from corridor at some selected positions. Bottom: Corresponding
OctoMap visualization after registration. Total length of corridor is 20 meters. The resolution
of the grid is 4 cm.
Figure 66 shows the results of the Hokuyo lidar-based mapping for the UBO hall dataset.
In addition to the resulting graph structure and a top-view of the map, different detail views
demonstrate the reconstruction quality. Note that for visualization the ceiling has been cut off.
Fig. 67 shows the results of the Velodyne lidar-based mapping for the UBO courtyard
dataset. It can be seen that the 3D geometry of this larger area is reconstructed well and ground
as well as overhanging structures are captured reliably.
5.1.5

Analysis

Both place-recognition methods produce similar results for the nearest-neighbor case, sometimes is PoseNet superior, sometimes the P-channels approach. On the one hand, PoseNet has
in total a slightly better accuracy. On the other hand, the P-channels approach is significantly
faster to acquire training data, which can basically be added on the fly. Note that the position
accuracy has to be related to the overall scale of the dataset, which is up to hundreds of meters.
For the pose estimation experiment, a complete inspection of the 3D mapping disclosed not
a single erroneous pose. The local facility recorded did not allow for a loop closure to verify
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Figure 66: Top-down view of the lidar-based allocentric 3D map from an indoor environment.
Color encodes height from the ground. Four detail views of the resulting map with corresponding camera images (blue boxes) from different view poses (blue dashed circles) are shown. The
yellow boxes connected by black lines depict the graph-based structure of the allocentric map.

Figure 67: The resulting 3D map from an out/in-door environment. Color encodes height from
the ground. The yellow nodes and black edges depict the graph-based structure of the map.
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a low drift of the estimation. However, the geometric shape of the produced map suggests that
horizontal drift was not observable on the 81 frames. The map was generated in real-time under
playback from a ROS-bag.
The laser-based mapping results show that our method is able to reconstruct the 3D geometry of the environment with a precision of few centimeters. The larger measurement range of
the Velodyne Puck makes the reconstruction of larger open areas possible.
5.1.6

Conclusions

Both methods, PoseNet [23] and the P-channels method [13] provide similar good place-recognition (nearest neighbor pose) in our experiment, but whether the accuracy is sufficient for
integration into the overall CENTAURO system need to be assessed. Anyway, the incremental
generation of coarse-level maps requires on-the-fly generation of the recognition system, which
basically disqualifies PoseNet.
For the OctoMap-based mapping method, both accuracy and speed appear to be sufficient
for generating local second-level maps on the fly. A future evaluation will have to be made to
find the optimal trade-off between size and number of the local maps; too large local maps will
slow down the pose-estimation, whereas too many local maps will reduce performance on the
place-recognition. Too small local maps might eventually lead to unsuccessful registration due
to the place recognition ending up in the wrong local map.
Laser-based mapping consistently produced 3D reconstructions of the environment geometry with a precision of few centimeters. The continuously rotated Velodyne Puck lidar is
suitable for both mapping and localization in larger outdoor environments and in indoor environments. We also demonstrated an outdoor-indoor-outdoor transition. The sensor and our
mapping pipeline are sufficient for the perception of relevant obstacles such that drivability can
be assessed geometrically.

5.2

Core Component 5.2: Terrain Classification

Terrain classification is one of the core components in the CENTAURO system. It allows the
robot to observe and evaluate the ground based on risk, cost and material type. On the one hand,
terrain classification is used for determining the navigability of the environment beyond simple
features such as height differences. On the other hand, semantic scene understanding can be
utilized to infer whether objects are static or dynamic when building a map. Our terrain classification method consists of two complementary processing pipelines that assess the traversability
of the local terrain based on sensor readings from camera and laser scanner. We split the task of
terrain classification into geometry-based and appearance-based navigability assessment which
output a traversability cost and a semantic terrain label, respectively.
The first pipeline is based on geometric features of the terrain obtained from a laser scanner.
The traversability cost is measured from different feature metrics such as terrain roughness,
height variability, and slope (see D5.2 Section 3.1.2).
The second pipeline is based on visual features obtained from an RGB camera and outputs
discrete terrain classes such as vegetation, asphalt, person, or vehicle, for instance. We employ
a convolutional neural network approach to distinguish different terrain classes with the goal of
complementing the geometric traversability assessment. An overview of the vision pipeline can
be obtained in Fig. 68.
The input of the system is a laser pointcloud and an RGB image, and the output is a 2D
traversability cost map and per-pixel semantic labels, respectively.
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Figure 68: Our segmentation architecture. The spatial size of the activations is shown schematically with gray edges that flow from left to right. All 3×3 convolution have an additional
bias term and rectified activations. The dotted 1×1 convolution layers make additional use
of dropout with a keep probability of 0.5. The deconvolution layers are initialized as bilinear upsampling filters according to the Caffe [19] implementation and have neither biases nor
activation functions.
Our traversability assessment can be seen as a late fusion method since both pipelines do
not share their representations until very late in the classification process. We opt for a late
fusion approach between geometric and visual features for several reasons. Firstly, the depth
map obtained from the laser scanner contains too many missing values to be useful for joint
CNN feature extraction. Secondly, different depth sensors and their configurations produce
vastly different raw data which makes it difficult for the classifier to generalize, which is not
the case for RGB cameras. Thirdly, we can express the geometric traversability as a set of
hard constraints which are known a priori and result in an easily interpretable assessment, e.g.
maximum drivable height differences with respect to the robot model.
5.2.1

Experiment

We evaluate the performance of the geometry-based and appearance-based pipeline separately.
For the geometric pipeline, we present results obtained by comparing the output of the classifier
using geometric features with hand-labeled data. There are two problems that arise when handlabeling data: the first problem is how to label the pointcloud and the second problem is how
to represent the cost. As described in Deliverable D5.2, the raw output of the geometry-based
classification is the pointcloud with cost assigned to every point. The pointcloud does not give
a direct view of the environment as a human normally observes—the geometric relationship
between the relatively sparse points is not sufficient for a human to understand the scene. It is
easier for a human to deduce a qualitative assessment of the terrain from an image. Therefore,
instead of labeling the pointcloud with a continuous cost value, we label the RGB image with
three classes: flat terrain, rough terrain, and obstacle. In order to match the class of the handlabeled data, we use a fixed threshold to map the cost to one of the classes. Then we project the
pointcloud back to the image plane and assign the class label to the corresponding pixel.
The labeling method requires manual identification of pixels belonging to each of the three
classes using the experience of the operator. For images which contain complex terrain, it is
very difficult to determine the true class of a pixel. A rough definition of each class is listed
below:
• Flat terrain: an area on which the robot can drive smoothly.
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Figure 69: Camera image and hand-labeled image of offroad environment. The left image is
the raw camera image and the right image is the hand-labeled image. Blue denotes flat, yellow
rough, and red the obstacle.
• Rough terrain: an area on which the robot can drive carefully but will experience bumps
and vibrations which may cause motion blur and thus affect the appearance-based classification subsystem.
• Obstacle: a non-drivable area.
The rough class covers the terrain type on which the robot might experience difficulties
when driving. In some cases, the robot may need to use its legs to walk through difficult terrain,
e.g. climbing stairs or step over tree branches on the road. The selection of driving and walking
motion is not only related to the terrain structure but also to the robot design. In this evaluation,
we use rough terrain to indicate the terrain types which may require a combination of driving
and walking motions.
Generally, the terrain around the KTH campus (referred to as campus environment from
here on) is relatively easy to distinguish. We labeled all road as flat, stairs and steep slope as
rough, buildings, trees and high bushes as obstacle. The off-road terrain is more ambiguous. We
label it based on the common knowledge of a human with the experience of driving the robot
on different terrain types.
We recorded the test data using the Kinect2 stereo camera and the Velodyne laser sensor (see
D5.2 Section 4.1 for sensor configuration). We evaluated the vision based-model both on the
CityScapes [6] validation set and on images taken from a four-wheeled KTH robot operating in
the campus environment. For the images acquired by the KTH robot, no ground truth exists but
a qualitative assessment can be made nonetheless. The cityscapes validation set contains 500
images with fine annotations of urban scenes. It is very similar to the corresponding training set
(containing 3750 annotations) both in terms of class distribution and scene complexity.
5.2.1.1 Results for Geometry-based Classification Subsystem We evaluated our geometrybased pipeline in two different environments: the well-structured campus environment and cluttered forest environment. Two examples of the test environment and their manually nnotated
labels are shown in Fig. 69 and Fig. 71. The classification result using geometric features are
shown in Fig. 70 and Fig. 72.
The overall confusion matrix is shown in Tab. 8. The confusion matrix in the well-structured
environment is shown in Tab. 9 and the confusion matrix in the offroad environment is shown
in Tab. 10.
5.2.1.2 Results for Vision-based Classification Subsystem The following results for the
vision-based model are obtained by feed-forwarding images taken from the previously unseen
CityScapes validation set and the camera mounted on the KTH robot throught the network.
Other than whitening and downscaling the image, no pre-processing is performed. We do not
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Figure 70: Classification results of Fig. 69 using geometric features. The left image is the registered pointcloud with class label, where blue denotes flat, yellow rough, and red the obstacle.
The middle image is the raw image with pointcloud projection. The right image is the label
after smoothing with a morphological process.

Figure 71: Camera image and hand-labeled image of well-structured environment. The left
image is the raw camera image and the right image is the hand-labeled image. The blue denotes
flat, yellow rough and red the obstacles.

Figure 72: Classification results of Fig. 71 using geometric features. The left image is the registered pointcloud with class label, where blue denotes flat, yellow rough, and red the obstacle.
The middle image is the raw image with pointcloud projection. The right image is the label
after morphological process.
Table 8: Overall confusion matrix for the geometry-based classifier.
flat

rough

obstacle

flat

0.82

0.11

0.08

rough

0.14

0.78

0.21

obstacle

0.09

0.13

0.80

Table 9: Confusion matrix for the geometry-based classifier in the well-structured environment.
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Table 10: Confusion matrix for the geometry-based classifier in the offroad environment.

(g) Input image

flat

rough

obstacle

flat

0.76

0.20

0.01

rough

0.21

0.63

0.21

obstacle

0.13

0.22

0.65

(h) Ground truth label

(i) Output segmentation

Figure 73: Segmentations of images from the unseen CityScapes validation set. The essential
labels and their corresponding color are: road (pink), vegetation (green), car (blue), terrain
(beige), building (gray), and human (red). Please refer to [6] for a detailed legend of the colors.
make use of post-processing steps such as temporal smoothing in order to make the segmentation output comparable across images taken from the CityScapes dataset or the KTH robot.
In addition, CityScapes images are not taken in sequential order and do not allow for temporal
smoothing since the car pose changes drastically from frame to frame.
The segmentations of the CityScapes validation set are accurate both in terms of correct
labeling and spatial consistency. An import observation is that our model cannot reliably capture
spatially small or thin objects such as traffic signs or poles since the inputs are 1/4th of the size
of the original CityScapes images. We find that a resolution of 256×512 pixels is sufficient
for obtaining accurate (82% pixel accuracy) and fast (0.15 seconds per image) segmentations
for our use case. The segmentation results including a brief legend are presented in Fig. 73.
To clarify the CityScapes class definitions, the terrain class captures horizontal vegetation and
grass, whereas the vegetation class contains all kinds of vertical vegetation such as trees and
hedges.
The results on the images from the KTH robot are qualitatively less accurate than the segmentations obtained from the CityScapes validation set. However, considering that the model
has been trained on images from an autonomous driving dataset (similar to those in Fig. 73), the
results are very reasonable. Especially the ability to distinguish between terrain and vegetation
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(e) Input image
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(f) Output segmentation

Figure 74: Results on images taken with the KTH robot. The network trained exclusively on
CityScapes does exceptionally well in distinguishing vegetation from terrain. However, the
network has a strong bias towards identifying cars and road in the scene.
can complement the geometric pipeline in environments where possible paths on flat surfaces
are scarce. The segmentations are presented in Fig. 74 with the same color-coding.
5.2.1.3 Preliminary Results for Fused Geometric and Visual Classifier The first step
towards a fused classifier is to bring the labels of both subsystems as close together as possible.
In the vision-based classifier, the distinction between flat terrain, rough terrain, and obstacle is
implicitly encoded in the 34 output classes of the CityScapes dataset. For instance, we relabel
the predictions for classes such as road and sidewalk as flat terrain. Similarly, we unify the
CityScapes labels terrain and ground into rough terrain. All remaining classes such as human
and vehicle are accurately relabeled as obstacle. Note that we did not train the convolutional
network on the coarse classes flat, rough, and obstacle from the beginning since the original
classes contain important information about the static or dynamic nature of the objects in the
scene.
After unifying the labels from both the geometric and visual pipeline, we can align the
pointcloud and the pixels in the image plane by a simple projection using the transform between
the laser scanner and the camera frame. For the visualization in Fig 75, we keep only those
points/pixels which are classified by both pipelines. Additionally, we employ a conservative
fusion policy, which means that each point/pixel in the fused classification is replaced by the
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(a) Geometric classification

(b) Visual classification

(c) Input image

(d) Fused classification

Figure 75: Fused results of the geometric and visual classifier based on the conservative policy.
Blue denotes flat, yellow denotes rough, and red denotes obstacle. Note how the two pipelines
complement each other which respect to the traversability assessment. The geometry-based
subsystem made no distinction between the grass on either side of the path, whereas the visionbased subsystem correctly labels it as rough, and thus less drivable.
least drivable assessment from either classifier. By introducing categorical labels flat terrain
(0), rough terrain (1), and obstacle (2), this can be expressed as
ff (xi ) = max(fg (xi ), fv (xi ))

(10)

where xi is a labeled pixel/point, ff denotes the fused classifier, fg the geometric subsystem,
and fv the visual subsystem.
5.2.2

Analysis

Generally, the performance of the geometric pipeline in the well-structured environment results
in accuracies above 90%. However, the accuracy is much lower in the offroad environment.
One of the reasons for this is the misclassification of hand-labeling. In the offroad environment,
the boundaries between classes are not clear anymore. Humans typically have their own bias on
class segmentation, hence, labeling the image manually becomes less accurate. Another reason
is the tall grass in Fig. 70. As a highly deformable terrain, humans will always label it as rough
or even flat but the laser scanner cannot detect the material of the terrain. Large areas of tall
grass are classified as obstacles and low grass is classified as rough terrain. From this result,
we can see there are around 20% misclassifications between flat and rough terrain, and also
between rough terrain and obstacle.
For the vision-based pipeline, we find that training the network on random crops alleviates
the spatial bias of certain classes in the CityScapes dataset. More specifically, since CityScapes
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is an autonomous driving dataset and the images were taken from a car operating in traffic, the
network’s predictions tend to have a bias towards classifying the middle of the scene as road,
regardless of what the ground actually consists of. Another example of this spatial bias is the
region close to the lower border of the image, which is often mis-classified as ego vehicle, due
to the fact that the hood of the vehicle is always present in the training images. Fig. 76 shows
an example of how fine-tuning on random crops effectively alleviates the bias for classifying
the lower region of the image as ego vehicle.

(a) Input image

(b) Trained without crops

(c) Trained with crops

Figure 76: Training the vision-based subsystem on random crops alleviates the bias that a hood
is present in the lower part of the image.
Another source of false segmentations are extreme variations in brightness of local regions
in the image. Fig. 77 provides an example of a mis-classification that involves a shadow cast
by the KTH robot on the street.

(a) Input image

(b) Output segmentation

Figure 77: The vision-based segmentation is not robust to severe illumination changes. The
shadow of the KTH robot is labeled as ego vehicle, car, and human.

5.2.3

Conclusions

Core component CC5.2 (terrain classification) provides a classification algorithm that assesses
the terrain traversability from two complementary pipelines. It generates the traversability cost
map based on geometric features from laser input, and a semantic label through a convolutional
neural network from an RGB image. The semantic labels can be used as part of a human-robot
interaction system that informs the operator how the robot understands the environment. It also
has the potential to complement the weaknesses of geometric features on deformable terrain
that improve the accuracy of the final traversability cost map.
We evaluated our approach in two different environments: a well-structured campus environment and a cluttered forest environment. The evaluation was done by comparing the classification result of geometry and vision with hand-labeled data separately. Additionally, we
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provided a simple method for fusing the results from both classifiers in an interpretable fashion. In the future, we plan to augment our classification pipeline with a self-supervised learning
system that enables the robot to adapt to unseen environments.

5.3

Core Component 5.3: Planning of Hybrid Wheeled/Legged Locomotion

Hybrid driving-stepping locomotion planning and execution is an essential feature of the CENTAURO robot motion. Teleoperation leads to a high cognitive load for the operators and is
slow in many cases. In addition, its performance depends on the available data connection.
Autonomous locomotion is desirable to increase speed and safety, to relieve the operator, and
to decrease dependency on a constantly good data link. Providing feasible locomotion paths is
key for this feature. We developed and tested our hybrid locomotion planning method at the
Momaro robot [38] which provides a similar locomotion concept as the CENTAURO robot. As
soon as the CENTAURO robot platform is finished, we will adapt our method to this.
Input to our system is a 2D terrain map which describes each map cell by a feature vector.
Furthermore, the robot position and orientation in the map are given. The planner generates
robot pose paths which include omnidirectional driving whenever possible and individual steps
if those are required. The robot shape and footprint are taken into account. An overview over
the locomotion planning system is given in Fig. 78.
Path planning is done with the A* algorithm. It receives pose costs from the cost client.
Those include cost for each wheel at its respective position and for the robot base. A detailed
explanation of the cost function and driving path planning is given in Deliverable 5.2. On flat,
sufficiently even terrain, the planner only considers driving. When a leg comes close to an
obstacle, stepping is additionally considered.
We divide step planning into two hierarchical levels. During initial planning, steps only
describe a start and a goal pose and a cost value. A leg can make a step if
• the leg is close enough to an obstacle,
• a feasible foothold can be found in front of the leg in its sagittal plane with respect to the
maximum leg length,
• the step is not higher than a maximum given step height, and
• there exist feasible wheel positions for the other three legs to keep the robot stable.

Figure 78: Overview of hybrid locomotion planning.
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Figure 79: Criteria to make a step, from left to right: The respective leg has to be close to an
obstacle, a feasible step goal must exist, the step must be not higher than 0.3 m and feasible
positions for the support legs must exist.

Figure 80: Manoeuvre sequence with steps which is generated by the path planner to climb a
height change. Poses are shown on a height map. The robot arrives at the height change (1),
steps up with its front left leg (2), followed by the front right leg (3). It then drives forward until
the rear wheels reach the height change (4). Since the robot COM (red circle) is too close to the
rear wheels to perform a step, it is shifted forward which goes along with a step of the rear left
leg (5). Finally the rear right leg follows (6).
All criteria are illustrated in Fig. 79. The step costs
CS = k7 · Lstep + k8 · CW (cend ) + k9 · 4Hstep

(11)

includes the step length Lstep , the wheel cost of the ending cell CW (cend ), and the maximum
height difference 4Hstep between either the start or end cell and the highest terrain height under
the step. If multiple goal poses for a step exist, only the solution with lowest costs is handed
over to the search algorithm.
An example for a path including steps is shown in Fig. 80. It can be seen that stepping is just
an extension to the described planner since the robot includes driving manoeuvres in its path to
overcome a height difference.
The resulting path is handed over to the step generator. Steps are expanded from their
abstract level to a detailed motion sequence. Possible motions are:
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• shifting single legs sagitally,
• shifting the base sagitally relative to the wheels,
• rolling the robot body to laterally move the center of mass (COM), and
• making a step.
The step generator ensures that the robot is in a stable position at every moment. Before making
a step, it generates good stability by moving the robot COM close to the centroid of the support
triangle defined by the remaining three leg positions. Steps are expanded to a detailed motion
sequence which was inspired by the behaviour of experienced teleoperators. Depending on the
provided stability, a step is assigned different cost. The stability cost
Cstab = k10 · k(x, y)st − (x, y)COM k2 + k11 · max(0, Ainit − Ast )

(12)

punish long distances between the centroid of the support triangle (x, y)st and the COM position
(x, y)COM in the horizontal plane. If the support triangle has a smaller area Ast than it would
have with neutral footprint, this leads to additional costs since legs are standing closer together
and decrease stability. Motion sequences are planned with the A* algorithm applied to the
described motion space. To decrease planning time the A* algorithm first shifts the robot base
if such a motion is required. It then searches a feasible position for the supporting leg on the
stepping side (e.g. the rear left leg, if the planner wants to make a step with the front left leg).
The planner is then given flexibility to find settings of higher stability by shifting single legs.
Roll motions are inserted to the motion sequence afterwards.
A detailed step motion sequence is shown in Fig. 81 for the step from Fig. 80.4 to Fig. 80.5.
It can be seen that roll motions are used. Momaro is not designed to perform large roll motions.
Neither the hip nor the knee and foot link joints allow rotation in the respective direction. However, small roll motions can be achieved by changing the robots leg lengths on one side. The
compliant leg design and the soft foam filled wheels compensate the resulting angle between
wheel axis and ground. Figure 82 shows the computation of the required leg length difference.
5.3.1

Experiments

We tested our method in three different experiments, which compare the approach to existing
solutions, demonstrate the performance in a chosen scenarios, and evaluate the effect of splitting
step planning in two hierarchical levels. To our knowledge, there exists no hybrid drivingstepping locomotion planning method to directly compare with. However, at least driving path
planning is compared to an existing solution in our first experiment. Planner for walking paths
are hardly comparable to our algorithm because
• in contrast to walking robots, our platform has the ability to change its footprint with all
feet under load which allows for completely different stepping motion sequences,
• in contrast to many walking robots, our system is not able to move its legs in the lateral
plane, and
• our approach is developed for mainly driving—stepping is punished which leads to longer
planning times as explained in the second experiment.
If not stated otherwise, experiments are realized in a Gazebo simulation environment3 which
puts a robot model in a virtual test bed. The robot scans its environment with a laser scanner
3
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Figure 81: Detailed stepping motion sequence for a step with the rear left leg on a height change.
The green triangle show the support polygon of the legs which remain on the ground. The green
dot is their centroid. The robot first shifts its base forward to move its COM (red dot) in a better
position (2). The front left foot is then shifted backwards next to the COM to form a good
support triangle (3). To move the COM in lateral direction, the robot rolls to the right by lifting
its left side (4). After stepping (5), the robot rolls back to a neutral attitude (6). Finally, the front
left leg moves back to its initial position (7).

Figure 82: Momaro’s lower body in back view. Roll motions can be achieved by changing leg
lengths on one side.
and builds a 2D height map [9]. Thus, experiments include the whole perception pipeline and
consecutive path planning. Cost values are not precomputed but are evaluated online from
sensor data.
The chosen map resolution is 2.5 cm. The robot heading direction is discretized in angular steps of 3◦ . Omnidirectional driving is enabled within a neighbourhood of size 16 (an
8-neighbourhood is extended by all 8 combinations of moving either two cells longitudinal and
one cell lateral or one cell longitudinal and two cells lateral). The high resolutions are necessary, because the robot is developed for search and rescue missions which often take place in
indoor scenarios constantly including narrow sections like doors which are just few centimetres
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Figure 83: The SpaceBot planner is compared to the presented planner on the Mars-like environment recorded during the SpaceBot Cup. The background shows terrain heights. Paths from
one start (green) to ten different goals (red) are planned and compared. Result paths are shown
for goal 8 for the SpaceBot planner (red) and the presented planner (blue) with simple settings.
wider than the robot. Planning is done on a single core of a Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU with
2.60 GHz and 16 GB of RAM.
In a first experiment, we compare our method to the path planning approach which was
used for Momaro during the SpaceBot Cup 2015 [37]. A 2D A* planner searches paths within
a neighbourhood of size 8. The utilized cost function combines weighted height differences
of different sized vicinities in the circular robot footprint. The robot orientation and detailed
footprint are not considered. The A* priority queue uses a vector-based data structure. In
this experiment, the recorded point cloud of the SpaceBot Cup arena is used as a scenario and
replaces the simulated laser scanner data from Gazebo. The recorded data describes a Marslike environment with a rough surface, some hills and a ramp as can be seen in Fig. 83. Paths
from one start position to ten goal positions, spread over the area, were planned. We tested
our planning algorithm in three settings. In a simple setting, the neighbourhood size is set to
8, orientation changes and steps are neglected and the A* priority queue uses a vector-based
data structure. Thus, a 2D path is planned which is well comparable to the SpaceBot planner.
The difference is that our method considers robot footprint and shape instead of simplifying the
robot to a circular object. In a second run, our method is set to its original settings with 120
orientations, neighbourhoods of size 16, and stepping. The A* algorithm still uses a vectorbased data structure. Thus, this experiment shows the performance on the increased search
space which is created by high resolution settings. Finally, the A* priority queue data structure
is changed to a heap-based version which is evaluated in a third run.
A second experiment evaluates the parametrization of the driving-stepping decision. Stepping is a complicated manoeuvre, takes a long time and temporarily decreases the robot stability. The planner therefore should prefer driving to stepping. However, step-free paths shall not
be preferred at any cost. If a feasible detour is too long compared to a stepping manoeuvre,
stepping shall be considered. The decision between these two options can be influenced by
multiplying stepping cost with a constant factor. This factor is parametrized with the following
experiment, illustrated in Fig. 84. The robot stands in front of a 0.2 m height change with the
locomotion target placed right behind the step. Next to the elevated platform is a ramp which
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Figure 84: Scenario for the drive-step parametrization experiment. The robot has to decide
to either step up a height difference or drive over a ramp by taking a detour to reach the goal
(arrow).

Figure 85: Result path of the second experiment on a hight map. The image shows the scenario
with a ramp. The planner chooses to take a detour over the ramp instead of making steps.
also can be used to drive to the goal by taking a detour of 30% respective 1.2 m (plus additional
costs for driving on slope). The whole scenario is placed in a corridor which forces the robot to
choose one of the two options. The stepping cost factor is parametrized in a way that the planner
just chooses the detour in this case. The experiment is repeated without the ramp. Thus, the
planner was forced to include a step in its plan. This experiment uses the same settings as the
third run of the previous experiment.
A third experiment compares the introduced step planning in two hierarchy levels with a
non-hierarchical planning. Both methods follow the described behaviour which was inspired
by a teleoperator and reduces search space size by following a predefined order for the different
motions. The robot has to step up a 0.2 m height change with its two front legs. The given start
pose can be seen in Fig. 80.1, the goal pose in Fig. 80.3.
5.3.2

Results

The result from the first experiment which compares the SpaceBot planner to our approach is
stated in Tab. 11.
Results from the second experiment which evaluated the drive-step decision parametrization
are given in Tab. 12. The result path is shown in Fig. 85.
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Table 11: Planning time of SpaceBot planner and proposed planner in two different settings.
Goal

Distance

SpaceBot

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

number

[m]

planner

planner simple,

planner original,

planner original,

vector

vector

heap

[s] / [m]

[s] / [m]

[s] / [m]

[s] / [m]

1

3.00

0.27 / 3.54

1.85 / 3.07

3.79 / 3.04

0.41 / 3.04

2

3.23

1.19 / 3.46

1.65 / 3.27

5.59 / 3.24

0.55 / 3.24

3

3.43

1.07 / 3.98

1.70 / 3.52

5.06 / 3.48

0.52 / 3.48

4

3.55

0.80 / 4.04

1.68 / 3.79

8.55 / 3.61

0.63 / 3.61

5

4.50

0.91 / 5.08

1.94 / 4.86

21.10 / 4.56

1.04 / 4.56

6

5.50

0.58 / 6.14

2.35 / 5.50

35.82 / 5.56

1.28 / 5.56

7

6.43

1.95 / 7.24

2.88 / 6.90

97.47 / 6.62

2.25 / 6.62

8

7.13

1.72 / 7.93

2.97 / 7.81

136.21 / 7.63

2.34 / 7.63

9

8.25

2.78 / 9.59

3.98 / 8.35

360.18 / 8.29

3.83 / 8.29

10

8.78

3.05 / 10.20

4.66 / 9.40

412.61 / 9.27

4.40 / 9.27

∅

5.38

1.43 / 6.12

2.57 / 5.65

108.64 / 5.53

1.73 / 5.53

Table 12: Results of stepping cost factor parametrization.
Query time [s]

Path lenght [m]

Nodes on path

With ramp

8.69

4.95

128

No ramp, before step generation

7.87

3.875

148

No ramp, after step generation

7.93

3.875

187

In the third experiment, which evaluated the effect of the proposed hierarchical step planning, our hierarchical method needed 0.027 s for the planning and additional 0.021 s for generating detailed step motion sequences. The method without hierarchical computation needed
486.86 s for the same task.
5.3.3

Analysis

The first experiment shows that our method in the simple setting is comparably fast to the SpaceBot planner. Note that our robot speed is quite slow and short breaks for path generation are not
a problem. Thus, planner times of several seconds are absolutely feasible. It can be deduced
that considering the robot footprint and shape can be done in acceptable time. Furthermore, our
method plans shorter paths. A reason for this is that our method pays less attention to the surface roughness and thus generates smoother paths as can be seen in Fig. 83. The results of our
planner in original settings with a vector-based priority queue show that planning is acceptably
fast for short distances. Longer distances, especially if slopes or obstacles are included in the
path, lead to increasing, unfeasible planning times. Exchanging the priority queue data structure
by a heap solves this problem. Especially for long paths, this update leads to high speed-ups.
Planning driving paths becomes feasible in all tested cases with these settings.
The second experiment shows that the option for steps increases planning times. Tuning
the stepping cost factor is a trade-off between safety and planning time. A high stepping cost
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factor leads to safer paths since longer detours are accepted instead of performing steps. On
the other hand, when a step is inevitable, a high stepping cost factor forces the algorithm to
evaluate many unnecessary nodes while looking for detours until the step is finally chosen. If
the results of this experiment are compared with pure driving paths of the same length from
the first experiment, the effect of step options on the planning time become obvious. It can be
observed that the generation of detailed motion sequences for steps is fast.
This can also be seen in our third experiment. Step planning in two hierarchical levels
strongly speeds up path planning, compared to a non-hierarchical approach. It would be better
to compare a longer task of which only a part is stepping but since it is not possible to plan
even all four steps in a row with the non-hierarchical approach in reasonable time, it is easy
to conclude that splitting step computation to two hierarchical levels is indispensable for our
algorithm to generate results in reasonable time.
5.3.4

Conclusions

Our approach is capable of planning short hybrid driving-stepping locomotion paths in acceptable time. The planner prefers omnidirectional driving whenever possible but is also able to
make steps if necessary. Planning time increases if possible steps occur. Due to the high state
resolution, the planner checks many alternatives before choosing such an expensive manoeuvre.
Planning times might be accelerated by
• using a multiresolutional pose grid and
• comparing the A* algorithm to other graph search methods while considering parallelisation.
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WP6 Manipulation

The main functional output from work package WP6 is to provide support to the operator when
performing various manipulation tasks. The evaluated core components of work package WP6
are:
• Core Component 6.1 Workspace Perception,
• Core Component 6.2 Object Detection and Manipulation, and
• Core Component 6.3 Manipulation planning,
where CC6.1 presents a approach for registering RGB-D point clouds in a CENTAURO environment for workspace perception, CC6.2 presents an approach to perform an object detection
and segmentation, and CC6.3 presents a method to plan a feasible trajectories for the manipulation tasks.

6.1

Core Component 6.1: Workspace Perception

The main objective of this core component is to construct an accurate and detailed 3D model
of the perceived workspace. The essential task is to register the sequential RGB-D views of the
workspace perception sensors in a CENTAURO environment.
For pose estimation, we use JRMPS+Color features, which is a point cloud registration
algorithm proposed in [8].
6.1.1

Experiments

As demonstrated in [8], the proposed point cloud registration algorithm based on JRMPS+Color
features improve over existing methods on available evaluation datasets. The robustness of the
pose estimation in a CENTAURO environment was tested on a set of point clouds produced by
Kinect v2 video streams recorded moving in normal walking speed (≈ 1.4m/s). We used our
improved depth decoding algorithm for the Kinect v2 described in [26]. The experiments were
done as follows: we assume that the camera pose relative to the first frame is well estimated by
[8] from consecutive frames, since the Kinect v2 produces frames in 30 fps. Hence, the poses
over nearby frames could be considered as ground truth. Poses from data samples spaced more
than one frame apart have been evaluated by comparing with the ground truth poses. There is no
initialization of the poses or use of motion predictions meaning that the registration algorithm
only uses the information contained in the point clouds. We used the Frobenius norm as an error
measure on the rotations and the Euclidean norm on translations.
6.1.2

Results

Figures 86 and 87 show the results from two different Kinect v2 video streams, the first one
from a basement corridor and the second one from an old library room.
6.1.3

Analysis

As can be seen in Figures 86 and 87, the rotation errors are negligibly small. Regarding the
translation, the drift errors are insignificant up to a sample spacing of 28 frames for the basement
dataset. For the library dataset, the error remains small even for a spacing of 32 frames which
correspond to a time difference of over 1 second. In normal walking speed this corresponds to
≈ 1.5meters.
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Figure 86: Registration errors on the basement dataset. Left: Frobenius norm of rotation error,
Right: norm of translation error, Bottom: corresponding color image of the environment

6.1.4

Conclusions

The experiments on the point cloud registration algorithm show that it has a high accuracy even
for large camera motion. At this stage, however, the algorithm is not real time, which motivates
using a different approach such as GICP. Since it registers a general set of point clouds, another
use case is the creation of 3D object models.

6.2

Core Component 6.2: Object Detection and Segmentation

The objective of this core component is to detect interesting objects in the work space. We
investigate three different approaches for object detection with individual strengths and weaknesses. In particular, two bounding box detectors and one semantic segmentation method are
evaluated:
• YOLO neural network pipeline proposed in [31],
• an object detection approach based on DenseCap [20], and
• semantic segmentation based on [17].
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Figure 87: Registration errors on the library dataset. Left: Frobenius norm of rotation error,
Right: norm of translation error, Bottom: corresponding color image of the environment

Furthermore, we extend the pipeline by extracting a model representation of the objects and
estimating the 6D pose of an object in the scene from an acquired model using [2].
6.2.1

Experiments

YOLO The object detection in YOLO in [31] has been proven robust on objects present in the
VOC 2012 dataset [11]. In order for it to be useful in the CENTAURO project, we needed
to retrain it on other objects of interest, such as human tools. To evaluate the concept of
retraining YOLO on CENTAURO object classes, we selected three tools: drill, hammer,
and wrench. The data set consisted of annotated images from ImageNet, see Table 13.
Example of images from the dataset can be found in Figure 89.
The training of the YOLO neural network is initialized with a pre-trained object recognition network consisting of 20 convolution layers followed by an average pooling layer
and a fully connected layer. This network is trained on the ImageNet 1000-class competition dataset [35]. The trained weights from the convolutional layers are extracted and
on top of them four new convolutional layers and two fully connected layers are added
for object detection as in YOLO. We modified the output layers to hold three classes and
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Figure 88: Examples of images from the tools dataset.

Figure 89: Examples of images from ImageNet subset.
Table 13: Number of images for training and evaluation of YOLO object detection.
Object
Drill
Hammer
Wrench

Training
265
245
120

Test
133
113
60

trained the network on the training images in Table 13.
DenseCap-based Method In parallel to YOLO, we also investigated an object detection approach based on the DenseCap [20] network, which was originally developed for dense
image captioning (i.e. providing detailed textual descriptions for all objects in the image).
As described in Deliverable 6.2, we removed the language generation model and replaced
it with a fully connected softmax classification layer. We evaluate the performance using
five-fold cross validation on a dataset recorded and annotated at UBO. It contains RGB-D
frames captured in a cluttered mechanics workshop with six different object classes. The
scenes were captured mostly from a distance of 2 m, like a CENTAURO robot would perceive them while exploring a scene. This means that the objects appear small and closely
grouped together (see Fig. 88), which makes the dataset very challenging.
The five-fold cross validation split is calculated using Iterative Stratified Sampling [41],
to ensure that the examples for each class are distributed as evenly across the splits as
possible. Each of the five training sets is divided further into a true training set and a
small validation set to facilitate early stopping during training.
Semantic Segmentation While YOLO and DenseCap-based object detection methods provide
a bounding box representing the approximate location of an object in the image, more
6
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precise pixel-level information of the objects, needed for manipulation tasks, is obtained
from the semantic segmentation approach. For this, we evaluate a convolutional neural
network, described in detail in Deliverable 6.2, with the same five-fold cross validation–
on the same splits used for evaluating DenseCap. In addition to the RGB information used
by the two object detection approaches, the segmentation network also uses depth images
as input. The network is six convolutional layers deep. The weights of the first three
layers are copied from the OverFeat network [42] and the last three layers are learned
from the CENTAURO dataset.
Object Modeling and Pose Estimation Since most pose estimation approaches—including ours—
rely on object models, it is fundamental to establish a flexible and robust model acquisition method. For this purpose, we use the approach introduced on [29] to select keyframes
to reconstruct a 3D representation of the object.
We captured the objects used in the tools dataset with a Intel RealSense SR300 camera,
which has less limitations when capturing near-range readings than the Kinect v2, making
it suitable for modeling objects.
The captured models are used to study the effectiveness of the method [2]. We evaluate
on example objects from the CENTAURO tools dataset and give qualitative results for
both modeling and pose estimation. Since at this level of the perception pipeline, we have
segmentation information for the objects on the scene, we use this to our advantage by
introducing a fallback step in case no pose can be estimated based on the features of the
object. In this step, we initialize several pose estimates near the centroid of the desired
object on the scene and apply a set of rotations with respect to each coordinate axis and
refine them using Generalized ICP. We then select the pose with the shortest Euclidean
distance between model and data.
6.2.2

Results
Table 14: Average object detection precision on ImageNet subset.
Method

Drill

Hammer

Wrench

mAP

YOLO

67.1

69.2

83.2

73.2

DenseCap-based

89.0

89.8

92.1

90.3

• YOLO: After training YOLO on the ImageNet subset (see Table 13), we evaluated it on
a separate test set. We compute the average precision measure as defined for the VOC
dataset [12], i.e. max-interpolated average precision over the ranked results. Results are
summarized in Table 14. The corresponding precision-recall curves are shown in Figure
90. Additionally, an example real-time output from a webcam video stream is shown in
Figure 91.
Table 15: DenseCap object detection average precision.
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Figure 90: YOLO precision-recall curves on test data after training.

Figure 91: Example frame from YOLO running in real-time, detecting a wrench and a hammer
simultaneously.
• DenseCap: The five-fold cross-validation on the RGB-D tools dataset yielded the results
shown in Table 15. The VOC challenge defines a 50% intersection-over-union threshold
for considering a detection positive. In order to investigate the low performance of the
detector for small objects (wrench and door handle), we also evaluated a lower threshold
of 25%. In this case, the detector performs much better. This highlights that the VOC
metric is highly sensitive to small localization errors for small bounding boxes, where the
IoU threshold is easily violated if the detection is just a few pixels off. To compare with
YOLO, we also evaluated the system on the ImageNet subset (results in Table 14).
• Semantic Segmentation: For semantic segmentation, the average per-class accuracy was
92.41 and the pixel-wise accuracy was 96.38. The complete class-wise accuracies are
shown in Table 16. Figure 92 shows the result of the segmentation method for one of the
scenes from the CENTAURO dataset.
• Object Modeling and Pose Estimation: The object modeling method registers RGB-D
keyframes. Each object model consists of a set of keyframes with positions with respect
to an object frame. This is a very flexible object model, because it retains the original
sensor measurements, which can be processed later in different ways. One can, e.g.,
extract features for estimating the 6D object pose. Figure 93 shows a visualization of the
6
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obtained point cloud for two example objects and a pose estimation for the stapler object.
Table 16: Class-wise pixel classification accuracy of the semantic segmentation method.
Clamp

Door handle

Driller

Extension box

Stapler

Wrench

92.0

83.3

93.1

98.8

98.5

88.9

Figure 92: An example result of the segmentation network. Left: RGB frame. Center: Result
of DenseCap-based object detection. Right: Segmentation result.

6.2.3

Analysis

• YOLO: The resulting average precision values that can be found in Table 14 are appropriate considering the small amount of training data. The result is further validated by
the fact that the retrained network detects real objects from a real-time video stream as
in the example in Figure 91. However, YOLO struggles with small objects that appear in
groups, which is also pointed out in [31].
• DenseCap: DenseCap achieves substantially higher mAP than YOLO on the ImageNet
subset. However, the gain comes at the cost of longer prediction times and computational
demands. The DenseCap results on the more complex RGB-D tools dataset are promising
and should be sufficient for autonomous localization and approach of objects.
• Semantic Segmentation: The results in Table 16 show that the accuracy of the semantic
segmentation network varies across the object classes. The average pixel-wise accuracy
over all the classes is 92.41%, with the accuracy of the extension box (98.8%) being the
best among the object classes. The accuracy of the door handle (83.3%) was slightly
worse compared to the other object classes. This can be attributed to the fact that the
CENTAURO dataset has only a few images of the door handle class. We expect to improve this by collecting more training data.

Figure 93: Left: Models extracted from tools dataset. Right: Pose estimation of stapler.
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• Object Modeling and Pose Estimation: Although the object modeling process yields
satisfactory models which are flexible, it has some limitations depending on the sensors
being used (e.g. shiny or black colored objects have many missing or noisy measurements). This problem could be addressed by a preprocessing step to fill-in missing depth
and filter faulty sensor readings.
6.2.4

Conclusions

The experiments on the retrained YOLO network show that it is feasible to apply this method
on tools and other devices relevant to the CENTAURO robot. However, more training data
should improve the result. In the future, we will also add more object classes to the network.
The DenseCap-based system offers higher average precision, but needs more computational
resources. Having these two alternatives available, a suitable detector can be chosen for the
individual use case (e.g. fast always-on detection vs. precise triggered search).
The evaluation results of the semantic segmentation network show that the method provides
a highly accurate position of the objects in the images. In the future, we will work on combining
the results from DenseCap and semantic segmentation for more refined results.

6.3

Core Component 6.3: Manipulation Trajectory Optimization

We modified the STOMP [22] algorithm in order to address manipulation trajectory optimization. Even though the CENTAURO robot is designed to be teleoperated, there are situations
when the ability to autonomously generate motions for manipulation tasks is necessary. For
instance, there might be a poor connection between the robot and the main operator. Another
case is the need to decrease the work load of the main operator. In these cases, the motions
which are generated by the planner must be optimized with respect to different criteria before
execution. In simple cases, the optimizer may be used to plan the motion from scratch.
The optimizer takes as input the initial trajectory in joint space, which in the simplest case
is the straight interpolation between start and goal configurations. It then outputs the optimized
trajectory. Our method is discussed in more detail in the following. The main features of our
modification are:
• In the original STOMP method, the costs are computed separately for each keyframe.
Because of this, the trajectory must consist of a large number of keyframes (around
100). In our modification, we compute cost for the transition from a keyframe a to the
next keyframe b. Consequently, we can plan for trajectories consisting of only 10-20
keyframes. This allows to obtain the solution faster. Moreover, trajectories with a lower
number of keyframes are easier to execute.
• Such a method of cost computation allows to solve the problem of dynamics optimization
better. In our approach, we include the velocity into the planning space. Because of this,
it is possible to plan trajectories which are optimal with respect to their execution time.
Moreover, access to the velocities and accelerations involved into transitions between
each pair of keyframes gives the possibility for torque minimization.
• Each cost has an importance weight. By changing these weights, it is possible to obtain
different solutions with different properties for the same task. For example, one may
plan a trajectory which is as safe as possible: the movement is performed by avoiding
obstacles from far distances, low velocities are used, etc. In contrast, one may also plan a
6
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(a) Neutral configuration

(b) Configuration with the hand in the first cell

(c) Configuration with the hand in the second cell

(d) Configuration with the hand in the third cell

Figure 94: Four configurations which form 12 possible tasks for the experiments.
trajectory which approaches the target position very quickly: obstacles are avoided with
small safety margins, movement is as short as possible and higher velocities are used.
This provides an ability to choose an appropriate planning strategy for each particular
situation.
6.3.1

Experiments

In order to evaluate our approach, we use a model of the mobile manipulation robot Momaro [38] which is also a centaur-like robot and serves as a place holder until the CENTAURO
robot is available. The experiments are performed in simulation. We use a set of tasks which is
typical for benchmarking motion planning algorithms. It can be described as follows: the robot
is standing in front of a shelf and the task is to move the gripper between each pair of the shelf
cells. 8 DoF are considered: 7 DoF in the manipulator and a torso yaw joint.
Our experimental environment consists of three cells of size 35×35×35 cm. We define four
configurations: in three of them, the hand of the robot is located inside the respective cell; the
other configuration is neutral: the whole arm is situated outside the shelf. These configurations
as well as the environment itself are shown in Figure 94.
The experiment consists of 12 tasks, which are formed by all possible transitions between
6
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(b) Gripper immersion in ’hard’ case

Figure 95: Difference between ’easy’ and ’hard’ configuration sets.
the four poses described above. Each task is performed 100 times, as STOMP is sampling based
algorithm and the result may vary from run to run.
We run the experiment described above in two variations. They are referred to as ’easy’
and ’hard’. The difference is that in the ’hard’ variation, the hand of the arm is inserted much
deeper into the cell (Figure 95). In addition, for the ’hard’ variation we perform the experiment
two times: using unconstrained and constrained optimization. In the constrained variant, the
orientation of the gripper is constrained to be pointing upwards, as if the robot was holding a
glass of water.
To summarize, we evaluate our approach with the following three experiments:
• Easy. The hand is located not deep in the cell.
• Hard unconstrained. The hand is located deep in the cell.
• Hard constrained. The hand is located deep in the cell, the gripper must be in upright
position during the whole motion.
All experiments were performed on a computer with CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790K 4.00
GHz and 32 GB of RAM. The algorithms were executed on a single core. The average runtime
and success rate were measured.
6.3.2

Results

We performed the experiments as described above for our method which is being referred as
STOM-NEW and for three other methods: LBKPIECE [44] and RRTConnect [21] from OMPL
[45], as well as the original STOMP implementation from the MoveIt library which is referred
to as STOMP-Industrial. The results are summarized in Tables 17 and 18. One can observe that
our modification outperformed the existing methods. While the success rates of LBKPIECE,
RRTConnect, and STOMP-Industrial are almost the same, our modification shows much better
success rates than the original version. Moreover, the average length in joint space of the trajectories generated by STOMP-NEW are much shorter than those obtained by the other methods.
In addition to the experiments described above, we also solved some simple planning problems to demonstrate several key features of our method. In Figure 96 we demonstrate, how one
6
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Table 17: Comparison of the success rate and average runtime for trajectory optimization.
LBKPIECE

RRTConnect

STOMP-Industrial

STOMP-NEW

success rate

0.94

0.97

0.87

1.0

runtime

2.47 ± 1.08

0.29 ± 0.18

0.87 ± 0.86

0.09 ± 0.02

Hard

success rate

0.93

0.96

0.76

1.0

unconstrained

runtime

2.46 ± 0.85

0.85 ± 0.58

1.47 ± 1.01

0.21 ± 0.11

Hard

success rate

-

0.97

-

0.99

constrained

runtime

-

1.22 ± 1.04

-

0.52 ± 0.36

Easy

Table 18: Comparison of the lengths of the trajectories obtained in joint space (radians).
LBKPIECE

RRTConnect

STOMP-Industrial

STOMP-NEW

Torso yaw

1.16

1.14

1.71

1.17

Shoulder yaw

2.37

2.18

2.20

0.96

Shoulder pitch

1.80

1.68

1.70

1.17

Elbow yaw

1.40

1.39

1.42

0.84

Elbow pitch

1.31

1.21

1.25

0.86

Wrist roll

4.41

4.53

2.03

0.83

Wrist pitch

1.18

1.10

1.26

0.44

Wrist yaw
P

1.06

1.00

1.18

0.62

14.69

14.23

12.78

6.89

Figure 96: Trajectories obtained for different values of obstacle cost importance weight. Trajectories are visualized as path of the end-effector; Black robot - initial pose, yellow robot target pose. Green: 0.1 - low importance; short path is obtained. Blue: 1.0 - high importance;
obstacles are avoided as much as possible.
may configure the cost weights in order to obtain trajectories which follow the desired strategy. This example shows one of the tasks from the ’easy’ experiment. Using two different
importance weights for obstacle cost, one may achieve safe but long or less save but shorter
trajectories, respectively.
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(b) Second task: lift the arm up, holding a heavy
object

Figure 97: Two examples of torque optimization with different importance weights. Trajectories
are visualized as path of the end-effector; Black robot - initial pose, yellow robot - target pose.
Red: 0.1 - low. Blue: 0.5 - medium. Green: 1.0 - high.

Figure 98: Trajectories obtained for different values of speed cost importance weight. Trajectories are visualized as path of the end-effector; Black robot - initial pose, yellow robot - target
pose. The darker the segment is, the lower the velocity is that is used on that segment. The
trajectory on the right was obtained with 0.1 speed weight and 1.0 torque weight; On the left:
1.0 for both torque and speed weights.
In the next example, the robot is assumed to hold some heavy object. By changing the
torque cost importance weight, one may obtain trajectories which minimize the torque (Figure
97). It is possible to observe how the algorithm avoids the arm extension as much as possible,
thus, minimizing the torques caused by gravity. On average, optimization for dynamics takes
30% more time than optimization for kinematics only.
In the last example, the configuration is the same as in previous one. However, now we
take the speed of execution of the trajectory into account. It is possible to see (Figure 98) that
with low importance weight of speed cost, the algorithm proposes a solution, which maximally
6
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minimizes torques and the joints work on low velocities (darker segments). In contrast, when
we increase the importance weight, the algorithm has to sacrifice some amount of torque in
order to simultaneously move several joints in order to achieve lower time to reach the goal
configuration. Higher joint velocities (lighter segments) are used as well for the same purpose.
6.3.3

Analysis

Analyzing the comparison of STOMP-NEW with the other algorithms we may conclude that on
the evaluated problems our method performed better. It has shown lower average runtimes and
higher success rates for each of the experiments. Moreover, the improvement over the original
STOMP is very noticeable.
Moreover, from Table 18 it is possible to see that STOMP-NEW provides trajectories which
involve much lesser joint movements. Hence, they are executed faster and require less energy.
This is because final solutions for RRTConnect and LBKPIECE are produced by simplification
of the obtained trajectory. As these algorithms have binary obstacle costs, a lot of unnecessary
movements may be produced. The simplification not always provides a sufficient solution.
The set of examples shown in the end of the previous section demonstrates the versatility of
the designed cost function.
6.3.4

Conclusions

The STOMP-NEW trajectory optimization method has demonstrated several properties which
may be valuable in the scenario of a disaster. It is able to solve problems of simple and average difficulty quickly and reliably. The generated solutions involve only small amounts of
movement. These properties allow to act quickly in situations when time matters a lot.
The designed flexible cost model provides versatile control over the properties of the solutions obtained. Thus, such a method may allow to achieve good performance in different
situations. Overall, the implemented method showed good performance against three other
planning algorithms.
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Summary

According to this deliverable, all CENTAURO core components that have been selected based
on the system requirements formulated in Task T8.1 have been evaluated successfully within
Task T8.2. Thus, and according to the grant agreement, the core component evaluation in
Task T8.2, i.e., the first stage of the evaluation campaign and part of Milestone MS2, has been
completed.
During this evaluation, the CENTAURO hardware core components have been evaluated on
elementary tasks and experiments have been performed that show the successful design of the
evaluated components. Also components of the Virtual Testbed and perception and planning
components for autonomous locomotion and manipulation have been evaluated. Comparisons
have been carried out against other open- and closed-source software packages on self-recorded
and publicly available data sets.
In total, 15 core components have been tested and analyzed (++: fully sufficient, +: partly
sufficient, -: partly insufficient, - -: fully insufficient):
• WP2 Robot Upper-body Platform
– Core component 2.1: Single Joint Control and Validation ++
– Core component 2.2: Arm Control and Validation ++
– Core component 2.3: Evaluation of the Robot Software Architecture ++
• WP3 Operator Interfaces
– Core component 3.1: Hand Exoskeleton for Grasping Force Feedback ++
– Core component 3.2: Arm Exoskeleton for Force Feedback +
– Core component 3.3: Bilateral Teleoperation Control +
• WP4 Modeling and Simulation
– Core component 4.1: Simulatable Robot Model ++
– Core component 4.2: Simulatable Environment Model ++
– Core component 4.3: Hardware and Software Interfaces +
• WP5 Navigation
– Core component 5.1: Rough Terrain Mapping ++
– Core component 5.2: Terrain Classification ++
– Core component 5.3: Planning of Hybrid Wheeled/Legged Locomotion ++
• WP6 Manipulation
– Core component 6.1: Workspace Perception +
– Core component 6.2: Object Detection and Segmentation ++
– Core component 6.3: Manipulation Trajectory Optimization ++
The results have been assessed with respect to the appropriateness of the core components
for the specified tasks. The outcome is overall positive, although in some cases, real-time
performance is not yet achieved (e.g. CC6.1), results need to be further improved, or modified
tests will be required.
7
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